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Introduction

London is a fantastic place to live. However if you're passionate about walking, it can be easy to 
feel envious of those who live elsewhere in the country who have easier access to the most 
spectacular walking areas. 

Folks in cities near to Cumbria, the Peak District, Yorkshire, Wales, Cornwall, Devon, or Scotland 
can easily take a simple day trip out to some truly beautiful countryside.

Yes, there are fantastic day walks you can do from London, and like me, I'm sure you've done 
many of them and enjoyed them. But sometimes, rambling through fields, woods and alleyways in
Surrey or Kent just doesn't quite satisfy that urge for wild countryside, more challenging walks or
being surrounded by glorious mountains. 

Sometimes, when you're cramped on the tube on your morning commute, don't you just ache to 
be on those mountains, on the wild and windy moorland, in the heart of the Lakes or on a trail 
winding into the bracken-covered fells – or just experiencing the best hiking Britain has to offer?

It's obviously possible to have holidays in the key walking areas of the country. But is one - or 
even two - holidays a year enough for you? Are you going to have to resign yourself to one trip a 
year in the wild countryside of Britain? 

There's only so many days of leave you have from your day job and most of these are taken up 
with other commitments. So it's easy to feel stuck; trapped; like you're missing out on what other 
people take for granted. 
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I know how this feels. 
...And that's why my mission is to help more Londoners get out of London and on to the hills.

I moved to London since 1999, but I grew up close to the Peak District and regularly went walking 
with my family as a child and teenager. I walked the Pembrokeshire Coast Path with my mum 
aged nine. I've done many day walks round London and have walked several long-distance paths, 
including the Coast to Coast, Pennine Way, West Highland Way, Glyndwr's Way, North Downs 
Way, South Downs Way and part of the Cumbria Way and the London section of The Thames Path 
National Trail.

Since moving to London I tried to incorporate hiking into my life. Rather than just doing day 
walks or waiting for one holiday a year, I've done several short walking weekends. I'm known to 
go into work carrying a rucksack, and head off on a train in the evening, whisking me away to the
Lakes or somewhere similar for a short but exciting walking trip.

I want to show how you can do this too.

I'm doing this because I just love giving people the tools to have the most amazing hiking 
weekends - despite living in London and not having a car, and without using up all your precious 
holidays.

I always find myself giving advice to my friends about where to go and what to do and there's 
nothing that makes me jump up and down with glee than knowing that someone is about to fall 
in love with an area of the country that they've never explored before.
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You can have London 
and the hills

In the back of the taxi, still buzzing from our walk up the spectacular High Cup Nick the day 
before, we asked the driver, a Penrith local, if he’d ever hiked up there and taken in the incredible
view. 

His answer? No. 

“I probably should at some point” he admitted, “but I just never seem to get around to it”.

I couldn’t believe it.

There I was, having lived in London for over 10 years, feeling slightly jealous of people who live 
close to the hills after a few days on the Pennine Way. 

And yet this man had lived in one of Cumbria’s most beautiful areas all his life, and never been to 
see one of its most incredible natural wonders.

It just goes to show that for we Londoners, when it comes to satisfying your hill walking cravings, 
what matters most is motivation and not necessarily location.
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If you love walking, living in London can sometimes feel a bit frustrating. As you browse 
through the suggested routes in the walking magazines, the most spectacular hill walking areas 
of the country can seem very far away.

Sure, there are many lovely day walks to do from London (the excellent Time Out Book of 
Country Walks for example). 

(In fact, you can find 50 of my best London walking suggestions here)

But sometimes you just crave something a bit more wild, a bit more adventurous than the type of 
walking you can get within a day’s return from London.

Sometimes, you just miss the hills.

Wouldn’t it be satisfying to get out there more often?

London is, in fact, a fantastic springboard for getting out and about to some lovely walking 
areas, and the key reason that we are so lucky is because we are at centre of a huge transport 
hub.

Like 40% of Londoners, I don’t have a car and rely on public transport to get around, and 
travelling to some great walking areas is no exception.
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Yes, the train fares can be expensive, but I plan ahead to get cheaper fares where possible, and I 
save money where I can by staying in hostels. 

But most importantly, I prioritise this in my life as it’s something that I absolutely love to do. I 
find a way to do it with just a bit of planning, even though I’m based in London. 

It’s a matter of priorities isn’t it? Some people like to spend their free time shopping on Oxford 
Street every weekend. Frankly, I’ll do everything I can to avoid walking down it.

But then, those people probably don’t like the thought of leaping over streams, squelching 
through bogs, climbing fells and resting your satisfyingly achy legs in a cozy rural hikers pub at 
the end of the evening.

Never mind. More of it for me – and you.

If you have the luxury of a few spare days of annual leave to extend your weekends here and 
there throughout the year, a wealth of options are available to you. 

Even if you don’t, you can get to the hills and back in an ordinary weekend.

It is possible to travel into the countryside in the same time that some people take to 
commute in to work every day.
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Here are just a few of my favourite suggestions to get you started – I'll cover these in a lot more 
detail later in this ebook.

Approximately 1 hour by train from Victoria:

Travel to Lewes and spend two days on the final stretch of the South Downs Way, staying in the 
pretty village of Alfriston on Saturday night. You finish at Eastbourne, after a spectacular hike 
along the stunning Seven Sisters white chalk cliffs.

Approximately 2 hours by train from Waterloo:

Head to the Isle of Wight for a weekend rambling around the network of footpaths, such as The 
Tennyson Trail; a 15 mile walk which visits both Carisbrooke Castle and the famous Needles. 
Spend the evening in a cozy seaside tavern.
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Approximately 3 hours by train from Euston or King’s Cross:

Changing at Manchester or Sheffield, head to Edale in the heart of the Peak District. This is a 
fantastic and beautiful location for a wide range of walks. Head up onto the dramatic and moody 
Kinder Scout with its weatherworn rocks and dark peat groughs, or choose the other side of the 
valley for a hike along the greener Mam Tor ridge with wonderful views all around.

Approximately 3.5 hours by train from Euston:

It has to be the Lake District. You can get to Windermere or Ambleside in an evening after work 
and spend a wonderful weekend in the undisputed capital of UK hiking, travelling back on Sunday
evening if necessary. The possibilities are endless; just remember to take your waterproofs!

This is just the tip of the iceberg, and the possibilities for weekend breaks are endless

Wherever you decide to go, schedule it into your diary now, book your tickets, and most 
importantly don’t just talk about it: make it happen.
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Make this the year you finally enjoy both the city AND the hills.

You most certainly can have a memorable, adventurous weekend in
the heart of  the most spectacular UK walking locations and be back

in time for work on Monday morning.

In this ebook (and in  Walk Your Weekends, my pack of detailed weekend itineraries) I have 
gathered together some fantastic walking weekend ideas that you can do, all accessible from 
London by train and public transport.

These are the weekend walks I would suggest to my friends if they asked me where to go 
and what to do, and I have personally walked all of these myself.

Let's get started.

In Part 1 of this guide, I'll provide you with a crash course in Britain's best hiking from a London 
perspective. You'll find out how to identify the best hiking areas and get there by public 
transport.

In Part 2 I'll provide you with more detail, tips, inspiration and ideas on some of the key walking 
locations. They might seem impossible from London but believe me they aren’t. You can do these 
in your WEEKENDS. This is why I’ve not picked extremely remote places or mountains… you can 
save those for your big holiday. But the good news is you don’t have to wait until then to get your 
boots on the hills. 

And in Part 3 I'll help you get planning for a trip.
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Part 1

Get Excited!
Crash Course in 

Britain's Best Hiking
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1.1 Passport to the Parks

You know, I've got to be honest, sometimes I feel fed up of this country (you know we love a good 
grumble, we Brits).

Those tongue-in-cheek Buzzfeed articles like "26 irritations only Brits will understand" certainly 
strike a chord with me (and don't get me started on Boris Johnson as Mayor of London. 
REALLY???? Oh, the shame!).

But what really makes me incredibly happy and truly LUCKY to live here is when I explore 
the country on foot.

IT.

IS.

BEAUTIFUL.

It's deeply, gloriously green. It's wild. It's windy and wet. It's full of history and atmosphere.

(And sheep. Don't forget about sheep).

It takes my breath away, again and again.
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It's so far away from the 'madding crowds' (Oxford Street anyone?) that you could be on another 
planet.

And although city life can make you feel crowded and confined, there is SPACE, and FREEDOM to 
be found here.

Hiking in Britain to me feels like a deep exhalation.

Walking in and around London itself is fabulous (and I have a checklist of 50 of the best walking 
locations in and around London if you'd like to know more), but in all honesty, for the best and 
most spectacular hiking in Britain you have to spread your wings and travel a bit further.

Luckily due to the great transport links, it is easy to do by train.

And I can't think of a better place to start with hiking in Britain - if you're new to it - than 
the National Parks.

If you have no idea about the best hiking in Britain or where to start this is a great place to begin.

There are 15 National Parks and they are gorgeous as you can imagine!

Below, you will find a summary of all the National Parks and how to get there by train from
London, the station from London and the destination train station, and how long the 
journey is.

They are ordered by the time taken to travel, so this will help you decide which ones to visit, 
depending on how long you want to travel for! 

Later on in this guide I will share more detailed information about some of these Parks.

You could start your hiking in Britain odyssey with a goal of walking in as many of the Parks as 
you can… and I've provided you with a tick box in case you want to do just that.
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National Parks Travel Guide

COUNTRY NATIONAL PARK VISITED
YET?

LONDON
STATION

LOCAL STATION APPROX
TRAVEL

TIME

LESS THAN 2 HOURS

England South Downs □ Victoria, London
Bridge, East 
Croydon

Lewes, Amberley, Hassocks 50m to 1 hr 
10m

England New Forest □ Waterloo, 
Clapham 
Junction

Brockenhurst 1 hr 30m

2 -3 HOURS

England Broads □ Liverpool Street Norwich, Hoveton & 
Wroxham, Great Yarmouth

1 hr 50 to 2 
hr 40m

Wales Brecon Beacons □ Paddington Abergavenny 2 hr 15m

England Exmoor □ Paddington Taunton, Tiverton Parkway 2 hr 30m

England Dartmoor □ Paddington Newton Abbot, Ivybridge, 
Totnes

2 hr 30m to 3
hr 20m  

England North York 
Moors

□ Kings Cross Scarborough, 
Middlesbrough, Whitby, 
Thirsk

2 hr 30 to 4 
hr 30m

England Peak District □ St Pancras Edale, Hope, Bamford 2 hr 50m

3 – 4 HOURS

England Lake District □ Euston Windermere 3 hr 11m

Wales Snowdonia □ Euston Llandudno Junction,  Bangor 3 hr 30m

England Yorkshire Dales □ Kings Cross Settle, Horton-in-Ribblesdale 3 hr 40m

England Northumberland □ Kings Cross Haltwhistle, Hexam, 
Berwick-upon-Tweed

3 hr 40m to 4
hr 20m

5 HOURS

Wales Pembrokeshire 
Coast

□ Paddington Tenby, Haverford West, 
Fishguard

5 hr

Scotland Loch Lomond □ Euston Balloch 5 hr 40m

7 HOURS 

Scotland Cairngorms □ Kings Cross Aberdeen 7 hr 10m
(or sleeper 
train)
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1.2 Mountains, Marilyns, Munros

I grew up in the north of England, near the Peak District, and seeing hills in the background as 
you walked down the street was something I just took for granted.

I've got to be honest, it's something I really missed living in London. When I look out of my 
window, I can see two pylons, the Crystal Palace and Croydon transmitters, and the top of 
"London's ugliest building."

(Not joking. That is a real thing.).

If you love hiking but live in London like me, the lack of hills can really get to you.

So, that's why I share with you today a way to easily find your nearest one - or to look further 
afield to plan where you'd love to visit next.

Here's how to find out about mountains and hills there are in Britain and to find the ones that are
nearest to you.

This is a great way to get ideas of where to walk, especially if you are craving a view with hills in 
it.
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(By the way, munros are Scottish mountains over 3,000 feet (910 metres) and Marilyns are hills 
and mountains which have a prominence of at least 150 metres,).

How to find where the mountains and hills are

Go to walkingclub.org.uk and find their interactive map of mountains and hills.

This is a website run by London based people who maintain the Time Out Book of Country Walks 
which is a book I recommend for anyone interested in country walking in London (for day walks).

You'll see a wonderful interactive map and list of all the hills.

They are categorised by location (e.g. south-east), height or relative height. 

You can also find out the London Borough Tops (the highest point in each Borough), or 
Wainwright's Lake District fells or the Trail Magazine 100 best mountains (more on this later).

You can look at this info in a map or in a list format, ordering the list however you want.

Different heights of hills are shown in different colours.

So let's say you were thinking of visiting to the New Forest. You could look at that andquickly find
out that there are no hills in the New Forest. That might be something you'd want to know before
planning a trip there.
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Or let's say you you were thinking of visiting the Isle of Wight… find it on the map and discover 
where the prominent hills are. 
You can click on the individual hill marker and it will show you more information.

This map is just great for browsing and finding out more information about different areas… and 
finding out what's in your area… you might find out there's something you've never heard of 
close to you and then you can start Googling walks that take you there.

It's a really brilliant, interesting way to find out about mountains and hills.

Another fun way to find hills

Another really interesting website for anyone who loves the hills is  Topographicmap.com where 
you can browse a topographic map showing high and low ground. 

It looks a little like this:

Topographic map
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1.3 Checklist Heaven

Walking really is such an amazing way to explore Britain.

You get to really see the country in detail - and at the end - hopefully - relax in a traditional locals
pub with a pint of ale by a roaring fire with the dogs (or ducks, in one infamous pub I went to - 
but that's another story).

From the previous tip you'll see that there are 9000+ mountains and hills in Britain… which is a 
little bit overwhelming! 

So where on earth do you start? How do you know which hills or mountains are 'best' to 
do?

This is going to solve all your problems. It's a list called the Trail 100, developed by Trail Magazine 
which is one of the major outdoor walking magazines in the UK. They came up with this list of the
100 best – in their view – mountains to climb in Britain.

What's great about the list is that is has all of the major peaks – Ben Nevis, Snowdon, Scafell etc. - 
but it's not just the biggest mountains, it's significant ones, or interesting ones, and. they are 
spread out over the country.
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So you can pick and choose from the list. It also has a really short summary description of each of 
the mountains and hill so you can see what it is about each one that makes it worth doing. 

I recommend using this as a basis for exploring Britain or even exploring one particular region – 
if you've visiting the Lake District, for example, you could see which are the top fells the Trail 100 
recommends. With a bit of planning and few long weekends, you could aim to complete a set 
number of the Trail 100 each year.

HERE ARE SOME OTHER IDEAS IF YOU LIKE 'CHECKLIST' GOALS:

• Visit the highest point in each of the 32 London boroughs (‘the borough tops’). Ok, this
is one for the nerdiest of completionists! You won’t do it for the scenic views, but for the 
sheer bloodymindedness and satisfaction of ticking them off. You’ll also get to explore 
part of London that most people will NEVER see. Map here. 

• Hike to the highest point in London and each of the six surrounding counties. In 
other words: Greater London itself, then Essex, Hertfortshire, Buckinghamshire, Berkshire,
Surrey, and Kent. Throw in Oxfordshire, Hampshire, Bedforshire and West Sussex and East
Sussex into the mix if you like to make a goal of eleven tops to ‘bag’. Map here. 

• Climb 20 Wainwright fells. Oh, Wainwright! Now there was a man obsessed! Have you 
thought about climbing the Wainwrights? There are 214 in total. Why not start this year? 
You could do, perhaps four weekends in the Lake District and aim to do, say, 20 or 30 
overall in the year. Pick a number and then go for it. Perfect if you want to spend more 
time exploring the Lakes this year!
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1.4 Tempting Trails
I have definitely read Lord of the Rings too many times because to me, feeling like I'm on a real 
JOURNEY on a hike is the best feeling ever.

Trail walking gives me a HUGE sense of achievement.

I'm a bit obsessed with long distance trails - I even collect books about them and love reading 
about other people's experiences on trails I've done or intend to do.

Some of the best walking experiences of my life have been on long distance trails. I've done quite 
a few of them in my time, and there are several reasons why I want to recommend trail walking 
as an option for you for exploring the best hiking in Britain.

Firstly, the trails are generally really well signposted. If you're new to an area, it's a great way of 
working your way through the area, and there's less chance of getting lost than following your 
own made up route on unmarked paths.

The paths themselves are generally pretty good condition too, which is always a bonus especially
if you're just going for walking along a little section on weekends, you don't need to worry about 
them being too difficult or too indistinct. 
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The other great thing about trail walking is that they tend to be nice and peaceful depending on 
the walk you're doing and where it is. Because you are walking from A to B rather than doing a 
circular walk, you'll find that even if there are busy areas that you pass through there will usually
be less people around because most people will be doing circular walks from their car and far less 
will be going from A to B. I really like that because one of the things that I love about getting 
away from London and walking is getting away from the crowds and having time to think myself. 
It's like a form of meditation.

I love the sense of achievement that you get from walking from A to B on your own two feet, 
especially when you get up the next day and doing it again. It feels like an adventure. I imagine 
myself in some kind of fantasy novel hiking along in the wildnerness...

Finally, the other reason why I recommend trail walking is because it gives you a really good 
overview of an area. If you want to explore different areas of Britain, maybe the National Parks 
or Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, trail walking is such a great way because you get to go 
through it, and you would see more arguably than you would do if you were just based in one 
location.

Can you really experience hiking like this if you live in London? 

Yes, yes, YES! 

If you feel like doing a trail in the next 12 months the thing you have to remember is don't be a 
perfectionist about it.

I completed the Pennine Way in stages a few years ago. I was doing it over about 5 years. It gave 
me something to look forward to and I was sad when it was all over with as it was a huge part of 
my life over such a long time.

Yes, I'd love to have walked it all in one go, but realistically when would I have 3 weeks free to do 
that? I'd rather do it in stages than not at all.

Likewise, walking the North Downs Way and South Downs Way were done in weekends and day 
hikes.

You can also use trail walks as a basis for some amazing hiking weekend trips and indeed that's 
exactly what I did for some of the itineraries in Walk Your Weekends.

I have put together some information on the National Trails below, showing the National Trails 
(there are many more of course but you have to start somewhere). I've worked out which trails 
you can try out on a day hike from London and which could be done in weekend trips. I've also 
suggested where to start or end your weekend. The remainder would have to be done in longer 
stretches of time such as week long sections.

Be warned – trail walking can get very addictive!
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National Trails Travel Guide

ENGLAND AND WALES

See www.nationaltrail.co.uk for more information on the trails

Trail Trail
suitable for
DAY hikes

from
London?

Day hike
base

Could you
spend a

WEEKEND (or
long weekend)
on the trail?

Possible weekend or long
weekend start and end

points from London (train
stations)

Cleveland Way Scarborough – Whitby

Cotswold Way  Bath – Stroud, 
Stroud – Moreton-in-Marsh

Glyndŵr's Way

Hadrian's Wall 
Path

 Carlisle - Hexham

North Downs Way  Anywhere
between

Farnham and
Wye

 Wye – Dover, 
Canterbury - Dover

Offa's Dyke Path  Abergavenny – Knighton, 
Knighton – Welshpool,
Welshpool – Llangollen,
Llangollen - Prestatyn

Peddar's Way and
Norfolk Coast 
Path

Pembrokeshire 
Coast Path

Pennine 
Bridleway

Pennine Way  Edale – Marsden/Diggle,
Gargrave – Horton-in-
Ribblesdale

The Ridgeway  Tring
(circular

 Goring & Streatley – Princes 
Risborough
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walk)

South Downs Way  Lewes /
Amberley
(circular
walks),

Seaford to
Eastbourne 

 Winchester – Petersfield
Petersfield – Amberley
Amblerley – Lewes
Lewes - Eastbourne

South West Coast 
Path

Thames Path  Anywhere
between
Thames

Barrier and
Oxford

 Could stay overnight 
anywhere between Thames 
Barrier and Oxford

Yorkshire Wolds 
Way

SCOTLAND

There are now 26 long distance routes in Scotland. 
Below are the major four routes.

www.walkhighlands.co.uk/long-distance-routes.shtml 

Could you spend a LONG
WEEKEND on the trail?

Possible long weekend
start and end points (train

stations)

West Highland Way  Bridge of Orchy – Fort 
William (using sleeper train)

Speyside Way

Southern Upland Way

Great Glen Way
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1.5 Sleep Your Way To 
Britain's Best Hiking

If the really wild, mountain areas seem impossibly far away from London, get ready to expand  
your horizons more than you thought possible!

This could work even if you work late hours. No rushing for the train here! Just imagine 
leaving the office after a stressful week at work, and knowing in the morning you'll be... well…

Let's imagine...

It's 8pm.

You are glued to the window.

In fact you've completely forgotten you're a grown adult.

And now you're bouncing from one side of the train to the other. 

Forgetting the aches in your legs, almost forgetting that you walked Ben Nevis just a few 
hours ago.

BEN NEVIS!
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Goodness knows how long that has been on your bucket list! And it's done.

But who knew that the weekend could actually just get better than that achievement - even 
better even as the weekend comes to a close?

As the Caledonian Sleeper train trundles over Rannoch Moor and you're in the lounge car, you 
now understand why this journey is often called the best train journey in Britain.

You're heading back to London after the most incredible walking weekend.

It's been three days of stunning view after stunning view.

Mountains, mountains everywhere…

And now, on the train, the sun is gradually setting behind the mountains. You are whizzing past 
remote lochs, majestic munros and wild, bleak, watery moorland.

Herds of deer are literally leaping in front of you.

There's a stag! You rush to grab the camera, but oh, missed it.

Everyone on the train is smiling.

And no wonder.

This is incredible.
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So this is what train travel in Britain is supposed to be like.

(Seriously I should work for Scotrail or something don't you think?!)

As you sit back in the chair on the lounge car.

Yes okay, I'll have a whisky.

Yes, okay, I'll have a cheeseboard.

You make a toast to an epic and memorable hiking weekend1.

It's funny now, how London doesn't feel so far away from the mountains after all.

* * *

Sleeping your way to Britain's best hiking is sooooooo much fun.

The sleeper train is the real-life equivalent of 'Beam Me Up Scotty' - because it feels like you're in 
a completely different world when you wake up - and in a way you are.

1 This weekend is explained in a detailed itinerary in Walk Your Weekends
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Worlds away from the rat race, from the crowds, from 'Mind the Gap', from the stresses of the day
job and squeezing on to the hot sweaty tube.

Look how much fun I'm having on the sleeper train!

That's me with a friend enjoying the lounge car on the sleeper train. It's the world's worst picture
of me, but it's probably how I look most of the time I'm on the train.

And grabbing a sleeper back home on a Sunday evening is a great way to fit in a full day's hiking 
into your weekend. 

Below I've provided a summary of the two sleeper trains you can get from London and where 
they could take you.
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British Sleeper Trains

CALEDONIAN SLEEPER (SCOTLAND)
(Leaves from Euston)

www.scotrail.co.uk/sleeper

WAKE UP IN... HIKING IDEAS...

Edinburgh Pentland Hills, Arthur's Seat

Crainlarich / Tyndrum / Bridge of
Orchy

West Highland Way, various Munros

Rannoch / Corrour Rannoch Moor, various Munros

Fort William Ben Nevis, Munros

Aviemore Cairngorms National Park
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NIGHT RIVIERA (CORNWALL)
(Leaves from Paddington)

www.firstgreatwestern.co.uk/Your-journey/Night-Riviera-Sleeper

WAKE UP IN... HIKING IDEAS...

Taunton Quantock Hills

Exeter St Davids Dartmoor

Newton Abbot Dartmoor

Totnes (Monday - Friday, Penzance to
London Paddington only) 

Dartmoor

Plymouth South Devon AONB, South West Coast Path

Liskeard Bodmin Moor

Bodmin Parkway Bodmin Moor

St Austell South West Coast Path

Redruth South West Coast Path

Camborne South West Coast Path

Hayle  (Monday  -  Friday,  London
Paddington to Penzance only ) 

South West Coast Path

St Erth South West Coast Path

Penzance South West Coast Path
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Part 2

Get Ideas!
Where to Go Hiking
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2.1 SOUTH DOWNS
The 4 Best South Downs Walks from London 

The South Downs National Park is London’s closest National Park and it’s one of the best places 
for getting superb views and a feeling like you’re really getting out of the city and into the 
countryside.

What’s more, it’s really easy to get to by train: and the Time Out Book of Country Walks includes 
some of the best, classic day hikes from station to station (via a pub of course).

Here are the 4 best walks on the Downs for Londoners – in my opinion – from the excellent 
Time Out Book of Country Walks.

1. Hassocks to Lewes (Time Out Book of Country Walks, Volume 1)

This is THE walk on which most Londoners first encounter the Downs. In fact it was mine, I 
remember it well, and I’ve done it several times. A short walk from Hassocks station and you are 
soon approaching the Downs; a short climb and then you’re up on top for several miles, following 
the South Downs Way past famous viewpoints like Ditchling Beacon. Then you descend to 
Plumpton for a pub lunch. After that, it’s back on the Downs again for a lovely, grassy stroll to the
historic town of Lewes, which is well worth spending time in. An absolutely classic introduction 
to the South Downs.

Top tip
Take plenty of mid morning snacks because you’ll probably get peckish before you reach 
the pub. 
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2. Seaford to Eastbourne (Time Out Book of Country Walks, Volume 2)

A truly classic walk, many people consider it one of the best in the south-east and a must do. This 
excellent walk sticks to the coast for the day, following the cliffs from the beach huts at Seaford 
to the beauty spot of Cuckmere Haven and then up and over the famous ‘Seven Sisters‘. 
Following rolling grassy paths, which are a pleasure to walk along, it passes beauty spots like 
Beachy Head and Birling Gap to finally descend to Eastbourne. Don’t miss this walk – it’s a real 
stunner.

Top tip
The cafe at Exceat, Cuckmere Haven is extremely nice (and also has public toilets). 

3. Hassocks to Upper Beeding (Time Out Book of Country Walks, Volume 2)

It’s back to Hassocks again! But this time, you’ll head in the opposite direction (west) along the 
Downs. This great walk takes you up three hills, which is great if you want something a little more
challenging. It’s a little less busy, too – at least, until you get to the incredible ‘Devil’s Dyke‘, 
which is a worthy contender for best viewpoint in the south-east (John Constable described it as 
“the grandest view in the world”!) There’s also a handy pub if you fancy refreshments, and you 
can catch a bus back to Brighton or continue along the Downs to Upper Beeding to finish the 
walk.

Top tip
This walk ends at a bus stop, so check the bus times at traveline.com before you head out. 

4. Glynde to Seaford (Time Out Book of Country Walks, Volume 1)

I hesitated over adding this walk since the section between Seaford and Cuckmere Haven is the 
same as the Seaford to Eastbourne walk. However, I included it because this walk takes you over 
the Downs eastwards from Lewes, visiting Firle Beacon. This Firle Beacon section is well worth 
doing; it’s a glorious ridge walk and the views are panoramic. This is a much better walk than the 
other possible Time Out Firle Beacon walk, Volume 2’s ‘Lewes via West Firle circular’, which 
involves a seemingly endless trudge along the boring (sorry!) river Ouse to return to Lewes. 
Alfriston is a lovely little village to pass through, and there are lots of great places to stop for 
refreshments such as Exceat at Cuckmere Haven.

Top tip
If you’ve already done the Seaford to Eastbourne walk, consider doing THIS walk backwards
(i.e. ending in Glynde). That way, you’ll save the ‘new’ bit (Firle Beacon) to the end. 
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How Londoners can complete a National Trail 
in 4 weekends

If you know me you may know by now my opinions on the South Downs Way, a wonderful 
National Trail.

It’s PERFECT for Londoners, because the train stations are so conveniently located that you 
can complete it in just four weekends.

The train journey times are relatively short, so you only need to spend one night away from 
home.

And the walking is easy but rewarding, with fantastic panoramic views and gorgeous downland 
stretching in front and behind of you.

It’s a brilliant trail for beginners, if you’re walking on your own, and if you’re not confident on 
your navigation because you are simply following the downs.

And it ends on a massive high at the Seven Sisters, spectacular rolling white cliffs near 
Eastbourne. There’s something wonderful about ending a trail at the sea!
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In fact I included the South Downs in two weekend itineraries in Walk Your Weekends because 
it’s such a great walking location.

It is close enough to London to complete in four weekends without having to take any time off 
work, which is always a bonus in my book as it means you can have more holidays!

And that’s exactly what I did in 2006.

I’d head out on the train on Saturday morning, spend Saturday walking, stay over somewhere on 
Saturday night, walk on Sunday and then get the train back on Sunday evening.

The South Downs Way goes from Winchester to Eastbourne and is 100 miles in total. You can split
it into four two-day sections by using the following stations to travel there and back:

• Winchester to Petersfield 

• Petersfield to Amberley 

• Amberley to Lewes 

• Lewes to Eastbourne 

Most of these stations are en route, except Petersfield (which is about 3 miles off route), and 
Lewes (which is about 2 miles off route).

It’s a brilliant walk, and as it’s mostly going along the top of the Downs, you get wonderful 
expansive views for miles and miles. In addition, the walking is very easy. The only problem you’ll
have is shelter as the top of the Downs is pretty exposed in wind, sun and rain. 
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As I said, the guidebook (Aurum Press) describes the route starting in Eastbourne and ending in 
Winchester. But pretty much everyone I know who’s done it prefers it the other way – ending at 
the sea. It’s definitely a much more dramatic, rewarding and suitable ending for a great walking 
achievement. 

My walking partner Rambling Man has a detailed summary of how to plan a trip on the South 
Downs Way.

I always recommend the Aurum Press Official guidebook for the trail as they contain descriptions 
as well as Ordnance Survey maps. The thing to note about the South Downs Way official 
guidebook however, is that it describes the route going from Eastbourne to Winchester, so it’s a 
little weird turning the pages backwards if you are going the other way. Nevertheless I’d still 
recommend it.

I just love the fact that this can be completed so easily. 

What a great achievable walking goal!
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Tips for walking on the South Downs

• Be prepared to be exposed to the elements. There is little shelter on the Downs (i.e. few 
trees), and you’ll see tiny twisted bushes bent over double by the wind. On the other hand,
if it’s sunny, you’ll get the full force of it up here. Be prepared! 

• Do you have an Oystercard season ticket? You can reduce the cost of the train travel! You 
can save 1/3rd on journeys in the south east, this includes the train stations you’ll be 
traveling to for the South Downs. Your season ticket is effectively a railcard – it’s called a 
Gold Card and it saves you 1/3rd when you travel off peak. Find out more here.

• Check for flooding if it's been raining a lot recently because the flat land around the downs
is prone to flooding. Check for news at nationaltrail.co.uk/south-downs-way/news

• Use public transport – you can easily get the train to lots of places all over the South 
Downs and the National Park is great for buses too. Find out about buses and trains at 
maps.southdowns.gov.uk. Lewes, Petersfield are great bases and very easy to get to by 
train.

South Downs weekend trip idea

Take a morning train on a Saturday from London to Lewes. 

From here, head to the downs, and follow them past a sequence of major beauty spots and 
viewpoints to the village of Alfriston. 

Stay here overnight, then walk to Eastbourne, via the Long Man and the iconic Seven Sisters 
white cliffs on the way, not to mention famous viewpoints like Beachy Head, Cuckmere Haven 
and Birling Gap. 

Take a train back from Eastbourne on Sunday evening. 

(Th  e full   itinerary   for this is   in Walk Your Weekends)
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2.2 ISLE OF WIGHT

Fancy a weekend that combines great walking, rolling hills, fabulous views, 
dramatic cliffs AND beaches?

And all by public transport?

You've got to get yourself down to the Isle of Wight!
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1. Why the Isle of Wight?

It's such a brilliant location for Londoners for a weekend away for so many reasons:

• It's only 2 hours (ish) from London Waterloo 

• It's incredibly proud of its network of great, well signposted walking trails. In 
fact, they even have a walking festival! 

• It's got hills, brilliant views, and glorious coasts. 

• It's an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 

• You can get around easily by public transport.
 

• It's a great destination at ANY time of year, even winter. 

2. How to get there?

Get there from London Waterloo to Ryde. You'll have to get a ferry, which adds to the 
fun!

3. Tick off two Marilyns!

The island has two Marilyn hills (hills with a 150 meter prominence): Brighstone 
Down and St Boniface Down. You could use these as a base for your walking planning,
if you like walking on hills with great views!

4. Pick a trail

There are loads of walking routes all over the island! You can browse them at this 
website. Choose from coastal paths to breezy downland walks, or through gentle green
fields. There's something for everyone.

5. Walk in the AONB (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty)
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Part of the island is an AONB! Roughly speaking, it covers the south and west of the 
island, with another smaller section in the north-east.
6. Get around by bus

It's a lot easier to plan bus travel on the Isle of Wight because all the buses are run by 
the same company! You can find route maps and timetables on their website.

At certain times of the year, they also run special 'breezer/coaster'    services which are 
great for walkers as they travel through the more open countryside areas of the island 
and to some of the most picturesque spots

7. Sights not to miss

Here are some of the top outdoor sights, views and things not to miss:

• The Tennyson Monument, Tennyson Downs - expansive views from this rolling 
downland loved by Tennyson 

• The Needles - iconic white shards of rock jutting out from the sea 

• Alum Bay - colourful sands and fossils 

• Shankin Chine - atmospheric gorge with an interesting history 

8. Rainy day alternatives

There are some fab sights and tourist attractions to see on the Isle of Wight, in case 
your walk is rained off. These include:

• Carisbrooke Castle - wander round the picturesque semi-ruins 

• Osbourne House - Queen Victoria's home 

• Garlic Farm - yum! 
• Godshill Model Village - cute! 
• Donkey sancturary - Ee-Or! 
• Steam Railway - steam trains ahoy! 
• Tennyson Museum (Dimbola Museum) 

• The Needles Battery - fascinating coastal defence historical site 
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There are loads more of course. This is the great thing about this location, you have so 
many options to choose from if you need to change your plans.

9. Stay on the east coast.

The east coast of the island is where the island's only train line (apart from the 
steam/heritage one) runs, so it's very easy to get to from Ryde, where your ferry from 
the mainland will take you. Seaside towns like Shanklin or Sandown have good 
bus/train connections, lots of accommodation choices, sandy beaches and restaurants.

Those are my top 9 tips! Enjoy!

* * *

If you want a ready-made itinerary for you, my   Isle of Wight itinerary has two walks 
covering some of the best of the west and east of the island and some of its 'must see' 
attractions such as the famous Needles rocks, Alum Bay, Tennyson monument, and 
Shanklin Chine. 

Together, the two suggested walks take you to some of the island's best viewpoints like
St Boniface Down, Limerstone Down, and Brighstone Down. You also get to walk along 
the coast for a while, too.

Get this itinerary with Walk Your Weekends
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More on the Isle of Wight...

I asked Yuko, Nat and David, members of the Isle of Wight Long Distance Walking Association, to give us the 
lowdown on the area.

1. Why should Londoners visit the Isle of Wight?

Yuko: You can travel to other hills (e.g. Chiltern Hills) or beaches (e.g. Brighton) just as easily from
London, but the Isle of Wight is the best place to combine the two. It’s easily accessible, and yet so
detached from the crowded and busy life in London. 

For walkers, especially, this is paradise as the walking paths are much better maintained than in 
other popular walking spots around London. For some reason, the weather is always better there 
than in London! People on the island are the friendliest I have seen to visitors. They go out of 
their way to help foreign travellers get the best out of their visits. 

Food and drinks are very good and wholesome, if not particularly adventurous. Finally, 
accommodation is very much cheaper than in other popular places to visit from London and it is 
reasonably easy to get around the Island using Southern Vectis Bus, which offers 1, 2 and 7-day 
passes. 
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2. What’s special about the Isle of Wight in terms of hiking and scenery?

Yuko: The combination of hills and beach, the well maintained paths, the weather, and the food 
and drink! 

The beaches and cliffs in particular are just so spectacular, and the wetlands around New Town 
would be a paradise for wild bird/fowl lovers. 

I also believe the villages in West Wight (Winkle Street, Calborne, Shalfleet, etc) offer beautiful 
and quintessentially English scenery. 

Nat: We also have a walking festival! 

There are so many things you can do along the way, or if you don’t want to walk, including a 
garlic and a lavender farm, llama trekking, a monkey and owl haven, festivals (3 main ones and 
include music, cycling and walking) including a garlic festival, a Maize maze and an annual 
scarecrow competition! We have zoos, parks, forts, castles, carnivals and Osborne House which 
was Queen Victoria’s and it’s where she died. We also have an arts scene. The annual scooter rally 
in Ryde is a wonderful sight and ends with a ride out on the last day consisting of around 5,000 
scooters. Quarr abbey is a lovely place to visit, it’s a beautiful location (also lots of homemade 
cake). Very peaceful and you can feed the pigs. 

3. How can Londoners get to the Isle of Wight by public transport?

Yuko: There are several options:

1. Train from Waterloo to Portsmouth Harbour (1hr 40min), change to FastCat catamaran 
service to Ryde Pier Head (22min). Return fare, including the boat £60.50. Bicycles allowed.
 

2. Train from Waterloo to Portsmouth and Southsea (1hr 35 min), change to Hovercraft to 
Ryde Esplanade. 

3. Train to Southampton and Red Funnel Ferry to Cowes. 

Nat: Alternatively you can take the National Express coach combined with Hovertravel and that 
normally takes just over two hours from Victoria (including Hover). 

I would also add that arriving at Ryde means you can travel up the pier on an old London tube 
train which I still love after living here for 4 years!
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3. Best weekend?

Yuko: On Friday evening, catch the 17:30 train from Waterloo and travel to Ryde (19:37 Pier 
Head). Stay in Ryde. 

On Saturday. Either Walk (via Nunwell and Bembridge Trails) or take a bus to Newport, follow the 
Tennyson Trail to The Needles, and walk over Allum Down and stay in Totland.

On Sunday. Walk along the coastal path back to Ryde and catch 17:45 catamaran to return to 
Waterloo at about 20:15. 

Alternatively, you could walk the coastal path on the first day from Ryde to Ventnor, have a 
lovely evening in Ventnor, and walk back Stenbury Trail, Yar River Trail and Nunwell Trail to 
return to Ryde on Sunday. 

I still think that for anybody visiting the island for the first time, The Needles are a must. 

4. Where can people find out more about hiking on the Isle of Wight?

David: There are a couple of coastal walking guides available, but both of them are quite out of 
date and difficult to use. Therefore my partner (Simone) and I hope to publish our own spring-
bound version this October. Look out for the Complete Isle of Wight Coastal Walking Guide. 

You can download PDF leaflets to the various walking trails on the Visit the Isle of Wight website. 
Others are available at numerous tourist outlets and other shops on the Island. 

Nat: If you’re interested in cycling, this website has more information.

The Isle of Wight Long Distance Walkers Association (IOW LDWA) seeks to combine longer distance walking 
with sightseeing of our beautiful Island, and a chance to meet like-minded people. Our walks cover distances 
from 10 to 73 miles, and a 100-mile walk is also being planned. Most of the walks are quite casual, with lots of 
beaches and bars. Other walks leave less time for making sandcastles! 

The Isle of Wight Group also have their very own ‘Beaches Bars and Blisters’ Facebook page.
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2.3 PEAK DISTRICT

Edale in the Peak District is a classic hiking location easily accessible by train between 
Manchester and Sheffield. A tiny village, it’s on the edge of the Dark Peak, known for its black 
peat groughs and atmospheric moorland – not to mention the flat plateau of Kinder Scout, the 
highest point in the Peak District with an otherworldly feel to it.

You can head on up to the Peak District from London via Manchester (via Euston) or Sheffield (St 
Pancras/Kings Cross), change trains for the Manchester-Sheffield Hope Valley line.  If you leave 
early enough, it's possible to be on the hills by mid morning.

For a fantastic weekend, get the train and then spend a couple of days walking around 
Edale/Hope. On arrival you could alight at Bamford, climb Win Hill & walk the edge of Kinder 
Scout to reach Edale, where you could stay the night (Hope or Bamford would also be fine places 
to stay). 

A must do walk is the famous Mam Tor ridge, a glorious walk in any weather, with panoramic 
views of one of Britain’s most beautiful national parks.  You’ll have incredible views all around, 
and south to the White Peak, with its green grass contrasting with the dry stone walls made of 
white limestone (get the full   itinerary   in Walk Your Weekends).
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Tips for walking in the Dark Peak

• The Dark Peak is gloriously wild and atmospheric, but is known for its bogs and soggy peat
groughs! Some of the paths are paved now, but if you venture off, take care and perhaps 
pack gaiters. Watch out for the little white tufts of cotton grass which are a sure sign of 
boggy ground. Last time I went, I put my foot in a bog on Featherbed Moss. Squelch!
 

• There’s very limited mobile reception in Edale village but I managed to get mine on the 
platform at the station. 

• Read up about the ‘mass trespass’ before you go. This area played a key role in protests 
which resulted in better rights for the public – ultimately enabling us to enjoy the beauty 
of the Peak District National Park and the British countryside! 

• If you're trying to 'bag' the summit of Kinder Scout, the highest peak in the Peak District 
(actually it's a flat moorland plateau) beware of mistaking the actual summit. The trig 
point that everyone thinks is the summit, isn't really… the 'official' summit is a way off, 
and is unmarked. Investigate it before you go if you want to do things 'properly'.

• For a local(ish) speciality try Eccles Cakes, a delicious sweet, round raisin filled cakey thing
surrounded by flaky pastry. Simply the best morale boost on a hike.

• To get into the spirit of it, listen to the song the Manchester Rambler by folk singer Ewan 
McColl.
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That's a classic folk singing pose, right? 

In the song, he mentions many of the places I've been to and know: Kinder Scout, Bleaklow, 
Crowden, Grindsbrook (in fact one of the weekends in Walk Your Weekends is based around these
locations).

It was written to commemorate the 1932 mass trespass of Kinder Scout which was a major 
turning point in securing access rights to land in England for ordinary people and not just 
landowners.

Here's part of the lyrics:
 

My rucksack has oft been my pillow
The heather has oft been my bed

And sooner then part from the mountains
I think I would rather be dead 

I'm a rambler, I'm a rambler
from Manchester way

I get all my pleasure the hard moorland way
I may be a wage slave on Monday
But I am a free man on Sunday 

Walking in the Dark Peak
It's 11am. A few steps are taking you up the sandy tracks, past the wind smoothed dove grey 
rocks, to the summit of Win Hill. Even the puddles seem golden in the autumnal sunlight. 

Look! There's the trig point.
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And then the view stretches out before you.

Feels like you can see forever.

........Green and brown and grey and black.....

....Green hills and grey stone and purple moorland and paths leading off in all directions....

And then suddenly you feel the wind.

Your hair flaps around your face and you blink your eyes.

You steady yourself by putting your hand on the cold stone of the trig point and look again.

It's 11am and this morning, just a few hours ago, you were in another world - a different 
planet, it feels like.

On the underground, with your boots on, your rucksack and waterproofs all packed.

Heading to the train station.

An early start, but now you know it's worth it.

A train from St Pancras (soooo much nicer since they renovated it! Makes train travel a 
pleasure.).
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A latte and a croissant, a browse of your maps, you sat back and rested your head on the seat and 
looked out of the window as the tower blocks concrete and crowds turned into fields, sheep and 
eventually, hills.

And felt the stress of the week's office politics, deadlines, irritations and techy failures just
pour off you.

Gone.

And now you're here.

It's 11am, it's time for a snack and a little rest.

Take a breather. Breathe clearly. You've earned it.

You sit down and take out your Eccles cakes (best hiking snack food EVER!).

All you can hear are the sounds of the wind, a few birds and the rustling of the trees behind you.

Was that a grouse you heard?

Is that a bird of prey? A buzzard? It's probably a crow. It always turns out to be a crow!

Now that's definitely a kestrel.

This place is just stunning, you think, looking at the hills again.

You breathe out once more. 
...q u i e t...

... s h h h h...

...n o w...

... h e r e ...

This is what life is supposed to be like.

You let it all soak in.

And now your fingers are starting to feel chilly. You pack up again, and stand up.

Take one last look from the top of the hill.

Turn to look where you are headed.

There's something so inviting about the paths round here.
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Some spots of rain, and then, there it is.

Rainbow!

Right on your path.

You grin like a small child.

And it's only 11am.

^ This happened to me on a weekend break to the Peak District. Exactly as I told it.
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2.4 LAKE DISTRICT

Is this one too obvious? Maybe, but there’s no denying if you’re new to hiking in Britain the Lake 
District must be in your top ‘must dos’ – it’s one of our most beautiful and popular hiking areas.

You can get a train to Windermere from London, and use buses to take you to some of the 
best and most iconic hiking locations. Stop putting it off – just take a weekend and go!

You’ll soon know your Wainwright from your Wordsworth and perhaps you’ll fall in love with the
place like so many of us have for centuries.

Be sure to climb a Wainwright fell or two. (A few classic walks will enable you to tick off as many 
as eight!)

Admire the gorgeous herdwick sheep… and the dry stone walls… and the local dialect… and the 
pubs.
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Tips for walking in the Lake District

• Stay in Ambleside for your first trip. It’s central, with good facilities and rainy day 
options, but not quite as touristy as Windermere. You can walk down the high street and 
see hills all around, and it’s great for buses which can whisk you to various key hiking 
locations. There are several walks to do which start from the town itself, and it’s 
convenient if you’ve come by train from London. 

• Expect it to rain! Anyone who’s been there knows how changeable the weather can be – 
even from one valley to the next. You should consider yourself lucky if you have a holiday 
without a rainy day. But don’t let that put you off – it’s incredibly stunning in all weathers.
Just be prepared for anything. 

• There are no waymarks on the fells (you do get footpath signs on low ground). Walkers 
who are used to well waymarked paths in mountains in Europe may be confused! You 
WILL need to have maps and understand them to walk on the fells. It’s because the 
National Park have a policy of keeping waymarks to a minimum. 

• Use the Mountain Weather Information Service for excellent forecasts for the fells 
covering not only rain/sun but wind speed and % chance of cloud on summits.

• Local speciality? Try Kendal Mint Cake: basically a bar of pure minty sugar renowned for 
it's energy giving properties. Best brands are Romneys and Quiggins! Maybe do a taste 
test?
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What it's like to walk in the Lake District

It's 3pm.

You look up. A rocky tower looms above you.

Wispy clouds drift below you.

So here it is.

The rocky summit you've been skirting around all day as you've made your way up here from the 
valley below.

You saw it from the other side of the valley. Hard to imagine yourself stood on the top, when you 
gazed over in awe.
 
It's been a morning of clouds and sunlight.

As you climbed higher, the view intermittently obscured, and then woosh... a gust of wind and 
suddenly a gap in the wisps appears and there's a window into what must surely bear a close 
resemblance to heaven.
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And here you are. Pike of Stickle, it's called.

So I'm supposed to scramble up that?

Yikes!

But I've seen people stood on top all day - it can't be too hard.

You inch closer. Put your hands on the rock. Consider it.

Yeah I guess I could do that...

You're not a scrambler, really. You're a walker.

But getting to the top, well... that's a huge sense of achievement.

...To complete a classic, iconic fell you've never done before! Can't miss out on that.
  
So you lean in and put your hands on the rock.

Step your boots onto the boulders.

And slowly you step up.

Step, push, pull, grab.
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Step, push, pull, grab.

And then, there you are. Finally on top.

(Huh ok that was easy after all!)

And yet hour heart pounds as you look down - wow.. that's a long way down!

You peek over the edge. Carefully.
.
Yep... definitely a long way down!

You can see everywhere you've been this morning. People look like ants below.

I made it!

I did it!

You feel so proud of yourself.

If I can do this I can do ANYTHING.

So, it turns out stood on top of Pike of Stickle is the only place in Langdale you can get mobile 
reception.

You text your best friend "I'm on top of Pike of Stickle! :) :)"

She texts back: "Jealous! :-P"
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You smile and put your mobile back in your pocket.

You finally made it.

Time to explore the other summits.

You're on top of the world.

On top of the world.

And this time yesterday? You were at your desk, as usual.

(Today?

Definitely not usual).

Your rucksack shoved under your desk, you counted down the hours until you could leave the 
office and hop on a train that evening. That's what working in a basement can do to you 
sometimes.

And that moment when the train finally pulled off from Euston? Magic.

Glancing around the carriage, you wondered, does anyone else feel as excited as me?

You arrived at Windermere in the dusk, but no problem.

A short taxi ride to Ambleside and your bed for the night - but only after a short stroll along the 
lakeside, listening to the geese honking and the tendrils of mist sitting silently amidst the trees.

And this morning - a bus ride, a walk, and here you are.

All there is to do now is the rest of the summits - there's a cluster here to explore, like a mini 
playground.

It's 3pm now. No rush.

No rushing here.

^ This story was from a classic walk in the Lake District in Langdale. If you've never managed to 
go there, please do - I hope you can see why.

This is how it feels to walk your weekends.

We are so lucky to live in Britain! It's a small island really. In one evening you can be somewhere 
mind blowing.
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Weekend break idea: Ambleside

Have you been meaning to visit the Lake District for the first time this year?

Ok, you’ve got excellent taste. The Lake District is a ‘must visit’ location for everyone who loves 
great walking and truly amazing views and you won’t regret visiting (yes, even if it’s raining…!)

But if you asked me where to stay for your first visit, I’d have to recommend Ambleside.

Of course, if you want to camp, or are really craving a wilderness experience, or want to stay ‘in 
the middle of nowhere’ then of course that’s a different matter.

But I’ve been visiting Ambleside for years and I’ve used it as the base for some incredible hiking 
adventures.

And I happen to think it’s a great base for a first time visit to the Lake District.

Crucially, it’s possible to get there in one evening by train (and bus!) from London; so you 
could head up for a short break or even a weekend if you can’t spend the time for a longer 
holiday.

I’ll never forget my days there bagging Wainwright fells, drinking in incredible views and 
exploring some of the Lake District’s classic walks… not to mention eating a lot of delicious meals 
and cakes in the town’s fab eateries.
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Most recently, we’ve taken our son on holiday there, first as a baby and recently as a toddler.

Ok so WHY Ambleside?

1) As I said, it’s easily accessible from the south (i.e. London) by train and bus.

2) It’s excellent for public transport; you can take buses to many great hiking locations and 
tourist attractions.

One bus ride takes you here: deep into Langdale, where you’ll find some classic hiking routes and 
fells, not to mention awesome hikers’ pubs.

3) It has some great restaurants, pubs and cafe’s, general facilities and rainy day activities.

4) It’s surrounded by fells; so you feel like you really are in the Lakes and not just on the 
outskirts.

5) There are plenty of options for walks and exploring the countryside. Unlike some locations, 
you aren’t trapped in one valley, but you have many choices available to you for finding the 
perfect walk for you.

This might include easy, short walks to picturesque spots like Sweden Bridge:

Or you could just relax with a boat ride to somewhere really interesting, like Wray Castle.
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How does Ambleside compare to the other main towns/villages?

Here's my honest take on each of the main ones.

Windermere / Bowness-on-Windermere? = There's a rail station so it's extremely easy to reach,
but for me it's too busy, touristy and too big to feel like you're really getting away from the 
crowds. Walking down the street, you are weaving in between hundreds of other tourists and as a 
Londoner, that's something I go to the Lakes to escape from. And for me, I want to to be deeper 
into the Lake District to get a glimpse of the really stunning fells, too. Trust me, you'll want to be 
closer to the mountains. 

Grasmere village? = It's SUCH a famous and popular place to visit due to connections with 
Wordsworth. It's in a lovely location for sure, but I've never warmed to it as much as other places.
For one thing, it's really tricky to get to the lake (Grasmere) from the village! Try to head towards 
it and you end up walking along roads for ages; a lot of it is fenced off. The village can get busy 
with coachloads of tourists visiting. And... I don't know... this is hard to put my finger on but to 
me it feels kind of false somehow, like the village is now just designed for tourists and it doesn't 
feel 'real' to me. Do you know what I mean? Like you're visiting a place that is almost *too* 
perfect? Like a themepark? Sorry Grasmere. I feel harsh but that's how I feel.

Keswick? = In the North of the Lakes, this is a lovely town with some gorgeous walks and things 
to do. The lake (Derwentwater) is GLORIOUS. I highly recommended it as a base; it has good public
transport links (bus services) and it feels 'real'. The nearest station is Penrith - so it's best if you 
are heading from Scotland south to the Lakes.

Ambleside = As you know this is my top recommendation for first time visitors from the south 
(such as London!) Just like Keswick, it feels like a real place that local people actually live and 
work in! Don't get me wrong, Ambleside is a popular town for tourists to visit. It's not a remote 
place, and if you want a wilderness experience you certainly won't find it there. But for me it's 
not too big that you don't feel as though you aren't on a holiday, and it still has all the facilities 
you might need and some great places to eat out. You can see gorgeous views all around and 
there are some great walks to do from the town and by public transport (bus). You can get to 
Coniston, Langdale, Grasmere, Windermere and Keswick by bus from here. And, because it's 
closer to Windermere than Keswick is, it's easier if you are coming to the Lakes by train from the 
South. 
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For more information, check out my Ambleside in a Nutshell guide, which includes tons of useful 
information about staying there including several easy, medium and challenging walk ideas and 
rainy day activities.

Don't make the 'Aberdeen Angus Steakhouse' mistake on a hiking weekend.

You must have seen those restaurants all over London - the Aberdeen Angus Steakhouse?

They are infamous for ONLY being visited by tourists. Londoners would never set foot in there, 
unless it was for a dare or writing one of those "I went there so you don't have to" articles.

This is my biggest fear when travelling to new places.

I want to experience the place like a local, not end up stumbling unwittingly into the 
Ambleside equivalent of the Aberdeen Angus Steakhouse.

The best pub in Ambleside, for example, is hidden up a side street. You probably would never 
know it's there unless you were told about it. It's a real locals pub, but welcoming and friendly, 
and you can warm up there with a pint of real ale in front of a crackling fire after coming down 
off the hills.

On my last visit to Ambleside, we ventured into a different pub, which was closer to where we 
were staying. It was... hmm.... meh.

I don't want your hiking weekend to be MEH!
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What it's like to go from London to the Lake
District by train

Lake District -10 Think: I’ve had enough. I need a break. I need to get out!

Lake District -9 Check the diary and see there’s a Thursday, Friday and a weekend that seem 
possible.

Lake District -8 Dither. Hesitate.

Lake District -7 Ask manager ‘could I have Thursday and Friday off next week?’

Lake District -6 Go online. Go ‘eep!’ at the price. Check different ticket times and combinations. 
Decide you’re worth it anyway. Book tickets. It’s ON! Remind self to try on new hiking boots 
round the house to check they’re ok before going. Forget.

Lake District -5 Book accomodation. Find that the hostel in Keswick is fully booked for the nights
you had in mind. Change plans and decide Grasmere will do instead. Remind self to try on new 
hiking boots round the house to check they’re ok before going. Forget.
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Lake District -2 Pick up train tickets in advance. Feel the excitement building when you see the 
one marked ‘London terminals to Winderemere‘. Get rucksack down off top of wardrobe. Work out 
how many socks to take. Try to find previous packing list and fail. Start a new one again. Start 
packing. Ask partner nervously “have I packed everything?”. Clean camelbak water pouch thingy.
Grimace at black bits in tube. Shove brush up it like a miniature chimney sweep. Go ‘euw’ at the 
gunk coming out of the other end.

Lake District -1 Finish final packing. Charge phone. Charge camera. Double check tickets are 
packed. Remind self to try on new hiking boots round the house to check they’re ok before going. 
Forget. Get work clothes ready for next day. Squeeze everything into rucksack. Ensure change of 
clothes for the evening train journey is at the top.

Lake District – TODAY IS THE DAY!

7.00 Ignore alarm

7.30 Snooze

7.50 Argh, Anne Atkins on Thought For the Day. Get out of bed.

8.30 Put on work outfit. Decide to wear new hiking boots anyway because “oh they’ll be all right”.
Put on hiking socks and boots. Transfer keys, Oystercard and other essentials from normal coat 
into fleece. Put stuff needed for work into work bag. Cram work shoes into work bag. Heave 
rucksack on. Hang work bag off shoulder. Look around one final time. Leave house.

8.50 Think how heavy rucksack feels and attribute it to walking down suburban streets rather 
than a grassy path.

9.00 Shuffle extra far into the ticket gates before beeping Oystercard to accomodate rucksack.

9.02 Stand on escalator holding poles affixed to back of rucksack to ensure they don’t poke 
anyone passing by on the left.
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9.06 Get on tube. Choose flip up seat next to doors for ease of exit. Place rucksack on floor, 
keeping straps out of way with foot and stopping it wobbling over with free hand.

9.45 Stand up. Lift rucksack with both hands in front of body and ‘hug’ it to get off packed tube 
(having it on your back is not a good move in the rush hour at Bank).

9.55 Try to enter office subtly and stash rucksack next to desk. Take off boots and socks and 
replace with work shoes.

12.00 Get cash out to ensure enough for the weekend.

17.10 Rush rush rush to finish off everything.

17.15 Run into toilets, get changed into hiking outfit. Throw work clothes and shoes under desk 
to pick up on Monday. Double check that you’ve got everything.

17.30 Wave goodbye to colleagues.

17.40 Stick out like a sore thumb amidst crowd of people in suits walking down the street.

17.45 Get back on tube. Repeat same routine as in morning.

18.00 Arrive at Euston 30 minutes early: nice. Check boards to make sure your train actually 
exists and is on time.

18.01 Wish they’d renovate Euston like they did St Pancras and Kings Cross.
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18.05 Pop to M&S to get ‘train food’ and snacks.

18.10 Pop to WHSmiths. Sqeeze past people in very narrow ailse trying not to stab them with 
your poles. Unable to decide between Country Walking and Trail. Think: “Who am I kidding, I’m 
probably not a Trail person any more.” End up buying both anyway. Think: “That should keep 
Baur Media happy”.

18.15 Check boards and see train is delayed coming in. Try to deduce what platform it will come 
into. Find rare seat and take advantage of it.

18.20 Listen to announcement about delayed train and think: “Oh well we’ll see whether the 
Winderemere train will wait for us at Oxenholme!”. Strain to listen to further announcement and 
be unable to hear a word of it.

18.28 Hear announcement saying your train is at total opposite end of the station. STAMPEDE!

18.29 Overtake several people and storm off towards Coach A.

18.30 Think “Why am I always in Coach A?” then notice hardly anyone getting on there. 
Remember: “Oh yeah… quiet coach! Exccccellent…”

18.31 Find reserved seat. YES! There’s no-one next to me. Take poles off rucksack (it’s easier to 
shelve that way). Wait politely for everyone to sit down. When they have, spread out smugly.

18.32 Notice Coach A doesn’t have that horrid smell like it usually does.

18.33 We’re off!

18.34 Start eating M&S pasta, pine nut & pesto salad.

18.50 Browse Country Walking. See they recommend a ‘day walk’ of 7 miles. scoff. Think: “Maybe I 
am more of a Trail person after all?”

19.15 Watch sun, fields, clouds and big skies from train window.

19.30 Take boots off and sit in socks. Ahhh

19.35 Annoucement: “We’re eight, that’s zero eight minutes late”. Think: “Oh well we’ll see 
whether the Winderemere train will wait for us at Oxenholme!”.

19.50 Notice hot air balloon outside.
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20.00 Get cup of tea.

20.05 Spill cup of tea.

20.45 Feel amazed that we’ve reached Preston and it’s still light and sunny outside!

21.10 Pack up bits and pieces in preparation.

21.18 Get off at Oxenholme! Discover the Winderemere train is waiting on the other platform. Peg
it down from Coach A. Train sets off almost as soon as you’ve stepped onto it.

21.19 Glue nose to window.

21.40 Get off at Windermere. Curse the lack of bus connections at this time. Get taxi to Ambleside.

21.42 Look out of taxi window at sunset over Windermere. Feel breathing get slower.

21.50 Get out at Ambleside YHA.

Look at the water. 

Listen to the geese honking.

Take several, deep, slow breaths.

Think: “It’s all worth it.”
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Weekend break idea: London to Langdale in a
(long) weekend

This weekend trip from Ulverston, ending in Langdale is highly recommended!

You could do this in a weekend or a long weekend if you book a Friday off and then travel back on
Sunday midday like I did, rather than Sunday evening.

On Thursday after work I got the train from London Euston to Ulverston, arriving about 9pm, 
staying in the very friendly and good value Ulverston Walker’s Hostel (sadly no longer in 
operation). 

As I was walking up a deserted road in the dark towards the Hostel, a car slowed and pulled up 
next to me. I was bracing myself to run away and then the driver poked his head out and said “Is 
it Catherine?” I looked at the car and it was covered with signs for the Hostel! He thought we’d 
arranged for him to pick me up from the station, and had kindly driven around looking for me. 
This Hostel had free tea and coffee included in the price which is always another good bonus!

The next day (Friday), I walked on the Cumbria Way from Ulverston to Coniston for about 14 
miles, staying at the excellent Coniston Holly How YHA. 
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Then on Saturday, I walked along the Cumbria Way again from Coniston to the Old Dungeon Ghyll
at Langdale (11 miles). I then got the bus back to Elterwater and walked up to the YHA Langdale 
High Close hostel. 

On Sunday, I walked to Ambleside passing by Loughrigg tarn, below Ivy Crag and over via Brow 
Head into Ambleside. 

I then got the bus to Windermere, hopped on the train, and came back home.
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If you’d doing this over two days rather than three, you’d have to get the bus from Langdale to 
Ambleside on Sunday evening, then another bus from Ambleside to Windermere, or you could 
order a taxi instead. There is no mobile phone reception in Langdale but there is a pay phone at 
the Old Dungeon Ghyll pub. Make sure to check the bus times before you leave – the bus you’ll 
need is the 516.

For more information on the Cumbria Way, my walking partner RamblingmanUK has a good 
summary and blog about the whole walk.
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Hostelling in Lakeland

When the sun comes out after weeks of rain it makes me crave the Lake District. I think about stepping off 
the train at Oxenholme, waiting for the next train to Windermere and feeling full of excitement for the days 
ahead, thinking of the fells I’m going to climb and breathing in the fresh air. Here’s how, one year, a chance 
find in a book shop in London led me to an amazing week of hiking.

One year, I’d managed to book a week away in the Lakes by myself. But apart from knowing that I 
was going to be using Youth Hostels to save costs, I wasn’t sure what to actually do with my 
walking when I got there.

Should I just be spontaneous each day and just wander about following whichever paths seemed 
nice? Should I follow an existing trail or route, like the Cumbria Way?

On the one hand, I had Wainwright’s voice resounding in my head – the bit that was always 
repeated at the start of the Coast to Coast series with Julia Bradbury – the bit about “aimless 
wandering” being a waste of time and “one must always have a destination in life as in walking” 
(something like that).

On the other hand, I had to admit a bit of aimless wandering sounded quite fun. I’ve never really 
just gone aimless wandering. Wouldn’t it be cool to actually just aimlessly wander on that path or 
this one on a whim, humming Ramble On by Led Zeppelin?
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In fact, I decided, I didn’t feel like slogging up hundreds of fells. I wanted to wander, get lost, take 
my time and go slowly if I felt like it.

However, it gradually dawned on me that in the Lakes, if you don’t book ahead, accommodation 
can be a bit of a nightmare. So I thought at the very least I had to book my hostels in advance, 
which meant I simply couldn’t be totally spontaneous unless I camped, which I wasn’t going to 
do.

Whilst pondering what to do, I stumbled upon the answer whilst browsing in a really great 
second-hand bookshop in Wimbledon.

In a small shoebox filled with random postcards and old pamphlets, I found Youth Hostel Lakeland 
by J.B. West (see above picture), which I bought for £2.

This was published in 1947 by The Saint Catherine Press. It had a map on the front cover, and was 
part of a Footpath Guide series, designed to “go into the hip pocket”.

Excellent! I’d use J.B. West’s 1947 advice, pre-Wainwright of course, as a basis for my holiday!

Well, it seemed like a good idea at the time.
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The pamphlet starts with a slightly ominous, unattributed poem:

The hills are calling, calling to their own
And I was born beneath a northern sky.
And they who once that secret speech have known,
Shall hear it till they die.

Blimey!

West then goes on to talk generally about what’s required for hiking in the Lakes:

As regards equipment for a hostel tour in the Lakes, “your first need is of a good stout boots [sic], 
comfortable and broken in”

Check!

“if you are one of those people who have to break them in) before you arrive”

Oh I definitely am.
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“nailed, but not over-nailed.”

Um. Well, I can safely say my boots are definitely not over-nailed.

“Secondly, a good light waterproof; I prefer oilskins. Some people use cycling capes; personally I do not like 
them – they are always awkward and sometimes dangerous in high wind.”

No cycling capes. Got it.

“Socks are important, too. My advice is to take as many spare pairs as your coupons will allow.”

Coupons?

“The rucksack should be waterproof and if it is of the frame type all the better, but do not over-load 
yourself.”

Well, some advice never changes.

Each chapter describes a suggested route from one hostel to another. The first thing you notice is 
that there are no distances mentioned at all! This leaves you totally clueless about how long it might 
take you, or how hard each day would be. Anyway, taking into account West’s suggestions, I 
decided on a route, which had some differences to his original 1947 plan (which would take about 
two weeks to complete).

The walking was gentle and relaxed, and I could do as much or as little as I wanted – as long as I 
made it to the hostel each night.

So here’s what I did…
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Day 1: Windermere to Ambleside.

It starts with a walk up Orrest Head. West suggests then walking along the road to Ambleside, but 
I avoided the road and went via Troutbeck, then up and over Wansfell. That night I stayed at the 
excellent Ambleside Backpackers independent hostel.

Day 2: Ambleside to Grasmere.

West recommends walking to Grasmere via Miller Bridge and Rydal, but I decided to go via 
Loughrigg and then down to Red Bank, and Grasmere..

I stayed at Thorney How YHA that night, which is now an independent hostel too.
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Day 3: Grasmere to Patterdale

“Sallying forth from Grasmere Hostel, ready for another day of walking,”

says West,

“we see across the valley in the east the hills which stand between us and Patterdale, our next hostel. 
Shapely and colourful in their bracken garments, they invite rather than challenge.”

On this day I followed his advice to the letter, following the route the Coast to Coast trail now 
takes via Great Tongue and Grisdale Tarn.

The route does not go up and peaks today, because the next day is planned to be quite strenuous.
And of course, I stayed at Patterdale YHA, and watched The Apprentice with a large group of 
schoolboys in the lounge.
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Day 4: Patterdale to Keswick.

I had planned this to be a rest day for shopping. I thought “I’m not walking all the way to Keswick
today!” But once I got going I just couldn’t stop.

This was a long day, and I did end up walking all the way to Keswick, just making it in time for last
orders on evening meal. 

West suggests going over Helvellyn via striding edge, then to Keswick via White Side, Thirlspot 
and St. John’s in the Vale. But with my large rucksack, I wasn’t sure I wanted to be wobbling 
around on the edge. So I ended up going the long way round via Glenridding and then White Side.
But eventually I made it up Helvellyn!
 

Then, I came all the way down to Thirlmere …and walked via St John’s in the Vale all the way back
to Keswick through buttercup filled fields.

This was a very long and tiring day indeed!

Keswick YHA was probably a lot different from West’s day as it’s one of the more modern hostels 
in the area.
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Day 5: A rest day at Keswick

I pottered about the shops, explored the second hand bookshops and wandered on the shores on 
Derwentwater, admiring the famous view of Catbells.

Day 6: Keswick to Thirlmere

Today I departed from West’s advice completely as I had to make it back to Windermere to get the
train in the evening. So, I walked from Keswick to Thirlmere, and then to the road near Thirlspot 
to get the bus back to Windermere.

It was pouring down, so was not the best of days, but I’d had excellent weather the rest of the 
week, so I couldn’t complain.

So, thanks J.B. West! This is a fantastic, no pressure way to explore the Lakes. You can choose 
your own route between hostels and take it as easy or as hard as you wish.

I’d highly recommend it if you want to do a bit of “semi-aimless wandering” sometime….!
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Weekend break idea: Langdale

Take the train to Windermere from London, changing at Oxenholme, then a taxi to Ambleside. 
Stay in Ambleside, Elterwater or Langdale itself overnight. 

The next day, hop on a bus to Langdale, the classic hiking valley full of iconic Wainwright fells 
such as Bowfell and the Langdale Pikes. Tackle the easier but still stunning Lingmoor on Sunday, 
then head home (get the full details in Walk Your   Weekends).
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2.5 YORKSHIRE DALES

Let’s just cut to the chase. Yorkshire is BEAUTIFUL (and I say this as a Lancashire lass – there’s a 
centuries old rivalry between these two in case you didn’t know!).

Locals call it ‘God’s own county’ and it’s hard to disagree.

And yet, it seems to be relatively off the radar for tourists and visitors compared to some places 
(there’s one exception I can think of and that’s the Japanese tourists who flock to visit the ruins 
that supposedly inspired Wuthering Heights – even the footpath signs there are in Japanese!).

But if you want to experience the best of British walking this year, Yorkshire is a fantastic 
destination.

But Yorkshire is so big, where do you start?

I have just the thing for you! Why not walk the YORKSHIRE THREE PEAKS (not to be confused 
with the 3 peak challenge which is Ben Nevis + Snowdon + Scafell Pike). These are the three 
biggest hills in Yorkshire and they’re so close together that it’s a well known challenge to walk 
them all in a single day.
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Put it this way:

1. You get to experience walking in one of Britain’s most beautiful counties 
2. You get to tick off three hills 
3. You get a sense of achievement 
4. You’ll experience a classic walk 

But you don’t have to do it all in one day. You could spend a weekend walking in the area, but 
including a climb of all three. This was actually one of my favourite hiking weekends ever.

THREE TIPS:

• A visit to the Pen y Ghent cafe in Horton-in-Ribblesdale is a must to stock up on provisions
and to sock in the atmosphere. Hikers have been visiting this place for decades, and they 
have a signing in book for Pennine Way walkers dating back to the opening of the trail. 

• If you are planning the Yorkshire 3 peaks challenge, don’t have a booze-up the night 
before. It’s tempting… but trust me on this one. (Better still, have a long weekend and take 
your time over it). 

• Be sure to visit the Ribblehead or Batty Moss Viaduct, a spectacular landmark on the Settle
to Carlisle railway line – one of the most picturesque in the country. And if you see a lot of 
train spotters with their cameras out huddled on the hillside, keep your eyes peeled 
because a steam train might be due.
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Weekend break idea: Gargrave to Horton-in-
Ribblesdale along the Pennine Way

Ah, the Pennine Way.

What a lot of atmosphere there is in those words!

Growing up in Tameside in the north of England, and regularly doing walks in the Peak District, I 
was aware of the Pennine Way for a long time and it always held a great deal of mystique and 
charisma for me.

And although I lived in London, the Pennine Way was a huge part of my life for five years, as we 
completed it in sections, finally finishing in 2011.

Our first trip on the route was a long weekend which I would totally recommend for anyone 
wanting a taster. This walk also takes you through some iconic Yorkshire Scenery and as a bonus, 
you can tick off the famous three peaks as well!

In fact, this trip is so good, it made Andrew want to walk the whole of the Pennine Way! 
Result!

Day 1: Gargrave to Malham

We started off at Gargrave, having got the train from Leeds. We’d stayed in Leeds the night before
with a friend, but you could travel up to Gargrave in a morning and do the rest of the walk in the 
afternoon.
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Here I am in my very cheap and unsightly waterproofs! (I now have better ones).

Although the weather was drizzly, it was so exciting to be walking in Yorkshire. I just love it 
there.

We walked through fields of sheep and new born lambs, joining up with the River Aire for gentle 
walk to Malham. I remember trying to shoo a distressed lamb back to its mother with little 
success. All it had to do was turn right instead of left and walk through the open fence, but it 
would not be moved. They really are dim aren’t they?

Check out this signpost. Isn’t that the smallest you’ve ever seen? Yes, it really is a Pennine Way 
signpost!
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It didn’t take long to get to Malham, so we warmed ourselves up in the Pub for bit.

As we had some time left before it got dark, we decided to take a walk to two of Malham’s famous 
beauty spots, Janet’s Foss and Gordale Scar.

Day 2: Malham to Horton-in-Ribblesdale

The next day we were following the Pennine Way all day from Malham to Horton.

As it was March, there was nobody about. Incredibly, we had Malham Cove all to ourselves. It was 
wonderful. This place is normally heaving with tourists.
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After a climb up to the top of the Cove, you reach the famous limestone pavement, with 
spectacular views of the local area.

…and then through the equally impressive Watlowes Valley:
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Soon, we were out in the kind of countryside the Pennine Way is famous for: wild, dramatic 
moorland, heading towards Fountains Fell. This is me looking at a ‘shake hole’, a geological 
feature common to the area.

And eventually we got to the summit where there is a pretty impressive cairn:
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Over the other side of Fountains Fell, we followed the trail as it went up Pen-Y-Ghent.

It’s at this stage on the Pennine Way when walkers get to that stage of the walk, and are tempted 
to bypass the peak altogether. The route takes a significant detour to go up Pen-Y-Ghent and at 
that point Horton is a short walk away. Hmm, you think, is it worth going up there? Really? When
Horton’s cozy pubs are so close… and there’s bound to be no view at the top anyway…

But no! The integrity of the route must be respected!  So up we went.
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Oh look! No view at the top. Typical. Oh well. Never mind.
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And finally we entered Horton. The Cafe here is a famous walker’s cafe, by the way. You can get 
all sorts of useful things there and it has signing in books for the Pennine Way dating back to the 
beginning.
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Day 3: The other two peaks

The three peaks is a famous challenge walk whereby you have to do all three peaks in one day. In 
the pub over breakfast, we overheard some fellow guests chatting about members of their party 
who’d set off earlier in the morning to get going on it. One of them came back after half an hour…

As for us, we’d now done one of Yorkshire’s famous three peaks yesterday, and today we were 
taking in the other two: Ingleborough and Whernside.

Here we are heading up towards Ingleborough:

And leaving the summit to come down the other side:
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There is a very steep climb down, which is very busy due to the popularity of the three peaks 
walk.

Whernside becomes visible ahead of you as you come down the path:
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You then cross the valley through a nature reserve. There is a pub half way along should you 
need refreshments too!

And of course, you get views of the fabulous Ribblehead viaduct.
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Starting to go up Whernside, it’s a bit of a slog but not too hard, you just have to keep going.

From the top you get wonderful views all around. You can see where the Pennine Way heads off 
next, and think about whether to do the whole thing… 
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We followed the long ridge at the top of Whernside, and came down a long path that led towards 
Smithy Hill where there is an aqueduct.

You can then follow this path down towards the viaduct itself and admire it at close quarters.
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You can walk all the way back to Horton, but we decided to hop on the train at Ribblehead – one 
stop down the line – to take us back to Horton and our lodgings for the night. 

The next day, we travelled back by train (and rail replacement bus due to engineering works, but 
let’s not dwell on that), leaving Horton and finally getting to Leeds and then London and home. 

I’ll leave you with the view from Horton station, which is just so incredibly inviting:
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This trip is a superb walk with a lot of varied scenery and many highlights. I’d recommend it to 
anyone.

Just one warning though, if you are planning this, book everything way in advance because it’s a 
very busy area and accommodation gets full very quickly, especially around bank holidays and 
weekends.

(The full itinerary for this weekend is available in Walk Your Weekends)
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2.6 SNOWDON

Snowdon is the highest mountain in Wales and a very popular and relatively straightforward 
climb to do (depending on your route). And it is possible to do this in a weekend from London!

Being one of the ‘three peaks’ of Britain (Ben Nevis – highest in Scotland – and Scafell Pike – 
highest in England are the other two) it’s a very busy mountain, especially for charity events.

Grab a train to Bangor, and then travel to Llanberis, which is the closest village.

THREE THINGS TO KNOW:

• There is a building at the top nearby the summit which includes a cafe, toilets and a shop. 
It’s a bit of a surreal experience to be at the summit with all this going on but you can’t 
deny it’s a nice change to have a hot pie after a climb up a mountain. 

• A train goes up to the top of the mountain! The Llanberis path is a walker’s route that 
pretty much follows the train tracks all the way up. Important to know: don’t depend on 
getting the train back down because the seats are reserved for the people who came up in 
the train… so it depends on whether there is space. 
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• There’s a ‘knife edge’ ridge called Crib Goch which is a famous challenging scrambly route 
up the mountain. For the experienced only… 

• Take a different route up and a different route down if you can. Just walking up and down 
the Llanberis path will be a bit tedious. Combine two paths for a better and more 
interesting day out: I recommend the Pyg Track up + Llanberis path down.

• Stop in for a celebratory drink or pre-climb breakfast at Pete’s Eats in the high street at 
Llanberis. It’s a famous hikers’ cafe with huge mugs of hot drinks. 

• There’s a handy little cafe on the Llanberis path called Halfway House. Useful for a toilet 
break and/or some refreshments. 
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2.7 BRECON BEACONS

I honestly don’t know why I’d left it so long to visit the Brecon Beacons.

It’s actually a FANTASTIC hiking location for Londoners!

Here’s what you need to know to help you plan a trip there:

1. It contains the highest hills closest to London.
Three Brecon Beacons features in the Trail 100 list of ‘must do’ mountains: Fan Brycheiniog (the 
Black Mountain), Pen Y Fan (South Wales’ highest mountain), and the Sugarloaf, outside 
Abergavenny.

2. It’s an International Dark Sky reserve
…meaning you can get fantastic views of the night sky without light pollution.

3. You can get there by train
From London Paddington you can reach Merthyr Tydfil (3 hr 45 mins) and Abergavenny (about 2.5 
hours) are the two main stations you can reach within an evening’s travel. 
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Abergavenny is a nicer town, closer to the Black Mountains range, known for it’s great food. 

Merthyr Tydfil is further from London, but is closer to the ‘Beacons’.

You could perhaps have two trips, staying in each place; or even try to combine the best of both by 
returning from the other destination, walking between the two.

I’ve worked out routes & itineraries for all of these options (including rainy day options and 
low level walks); get it in the Brecon Beacons itinerary in my Walk Your Weekends pack 

4. The Park is split into four regions.
The Black Mountain on the west, Forest Fawr and the ‘central Beacons’ in the middle, and the 
Black Mountains on the east.

5. Must do walk?
The classic walk is a circular of the central Beacons, taking in Pen Y Fan, Corn Du, Cribyn and 
optionally, Fan y Big.
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The usual access point for this walk is the Storey Arms / Pont ar Daf car parks (accessible by bus 
from Merthyr Tydfil or Brecon), or parking at the Taf Fechan Forest car park below the Neuadd 
Reservoirs.

6. What can my kids do?

It’s Wales so of course there’s a steam train! The Brecon Mountain Railway leaves from Pant 
station, which is north of Merthyr Tydfil, and heads up to the Neuadd Reservoir. You can do some 
short walks from there.

Another fantastic attraction is the Cantref Adventure Farm, south of Brecon. If there’s two of you, 
one could easily be dropped off at the Storey Arms, whilst the other takes the kids to the farm. The 
lucky parent hiking could then easily walk back to the Farm, which you can see on the descent 
north from via Fan y Big.

7. Can I get around by bus?

Somewhat. The most useful buses go between Merthyr Tydfil and Brecon; and Abergavenny and 
Brecon. Although buses are not very frequent you must plan your itinerary carefully to ensure you 
won’t be stuck at the end of your walk.
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You can see details of the bus routes here.

8. What is it comparable to?

Personally I found it reminded me of the Peak District (Dark Peak), but with higher and pointier 
hills!

I LOVED it.

Do go: you won’t regret it.

Crickhowell Castle
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2.8 SCOTLAND

GLEN COE! So good it starred in Skyfall!

Seriously – if you are craving wild scenery and iconic mountains to make your jaw drop, THIS is 
the place to go.

The mountain in the picture is Buachaille Etive Mor, one of the most famous munros (Scottish 
mountains over 3000 ft). It stands at the head of the Glen like a sentinel, a black pyramid of rock 
and an absolutely stunning sight for walkers on the West Highland Way.

At the end of the Glen is Rannoch Moor, a true Scottish wilderness wetland where wild deer roam 
for miles and miles.

As you travel down the Glen, every twist and turn provides you with more spectacular views. And
there’s even a hidden valley you can climb to, where the clans used to hide their rustled castle.

It’s a stupendous place full of atmosphere, stories and wonderful walking. And don’t even get me 
started on the pubs!
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But it’s one of the few Scottish Glens that is accessible from London!

YES! Because you can get the Caledonian sleeper train which crosses Rannoch Moor and heads to 
Fort William. And with a bit of planning, you can walk to the Glen and head over to do Ben Nevis 
afterwards.

The sleeper train is a whole other topic in itself which I enthuse about in my 5 Day Crash Course 
to Britain’s best Hiking.

THREE TIPS

• Getting the sleeper train? Dump your bags in your cabin and head to the lounge car as fast 
as you can. It’s super fun, and totally unmissable especially on the return journey from 
Fort William over Rannoch Moor which is one of the best train journeys in the UK (if not 
the world). 

• A visit to the Clachaig Inn is a must. It’s a famous hikers’ pub with great beers, great food 
and great hospitality. 

• If you’re around at the Kingshouse Hotel early of a morning, be sure to look out for the 
deer which congregate there, hoping to get food from the West Highland Way walkers. 
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Visiting Edinburgh? You need to go here.

When I left London it had been sunny. I arrived in Edinburgh in the middle of a snow storm. 

Before it actually turned to snow some of the slushy rain hit me in the eye and I scurried into the 
“People’s Museum” on The Royal Mile to wait it out, occasionally pausing from the vaguely 
socialist themed exhibitions on Edinburgh working-class life to peer out of the window, furrow 
my brows and think “Hm. Was this really a good idea?”

Because the very next day, I had planned to go for a hike in the Pentland hills.

Funnily enough, the last time I went to the Pentlands I ended up in a snowstorm. That time, as 
this time, I’d come up to visit my brother who lives here. I tore out a route from Trail Magazine 
and we duly set off with nothing more than that and a bus ticket to Carlops. Half way between 
two peaks the inevitable cloud that always seems to follow me wherever I go turned white and 
started swirling. 

We were covered in the white stuff in seconds. The the torn out page with the map on it (yes I 
know, not very sensible) started to get soggy and disintegrate.
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We had an emergency morale-boosting mars bar and decided we should come down via an escape
route path I managed to spot on the map. The snow stopped but turned to rain, and we ended up 
at the Flotterstone Inn a bit worse for wear, and the map was a crumpled soggy ball that I 
carefully unfolded and laid on the radiator along with pretty much everything else we could take 
off without causing embarrassment to ourselves and other patrons. 
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We had plenty of time to eat a meal and learn a new card game whilst we waited for the last bus 
back to Edinburgh. 

Eventually we left the cosy pub and went onto the road. It was pitch black and the suspense as we 
waited for the last bus was quite tense. Would the bus turn up? Would the bus even see us in the 
darkness? The relief as we saw the green glow of the bus’s display board looming over the hill 
towards us was wonderful. Success!

So, the moral of this story is that basically I think I have ‘the curse’. (The curse of bad weather and
no views.).

But really, what was I expecting? It was winter after all. 

IN SCOTLAND!

But to be honest I didn’t really mind because it was just good to be out and about.

I had had some leave to use up before the end of March and I wanted to use it doing something 
different. On a bit of a spur of the moment decision (I do recommend planning ahead but I’m not 
very good at it), I had two days off work and spent two days in Edinburgh, travelling up on the 
train on a Thursday during the day and coming back to London on Sunday (again by train). The 
idea was to do a walk in the Pentlands and get up onto at least one of the main hills there before I 
have to accept defeat and come back due to poor weather.
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And so, the next day finally I got to the beginning, a solitary walker hopping off the bus at Nine 
Mile Burn to start a walk along the main Pentlands peaks.

It certainly was snowy.

It ended up being a great day out. The next day I came back to the Pentlands to do a low level 
walk with my relatives. Again, we got the bus from the centre of Edinburgh to the suburb Bonaly 
and from there walked via various reservoirs to Flotterstone again.

So, if you’re visiting Edinburgh – why not fit in a hike in the Pentlands?
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2.9 THE BIG LIST OF 20 WEEKEND
BREAK IDEAS

Here is the full list of weekend break ideas from London! These are just ideas to get 
you started on your own research.

Lake District
1. Langdale extravaganza: Bowfell, Langdale Pikes and 
Lingmoor
Deep in the heart of the Lake District, stay in the
little village of Elterwater or Langdale. You'll
really feel like you're away from it all here, with
the opportunity to climb one of Wainwright's
favourite fells (Bowfell), tick off the classic
Langdale Pikes and rest your weary legs with a
pint in the famous Old Dungeon Ghyll hikers pub. 
On the next day, climb Lingmoor for less rocky
but still very rewarding climb.

If you've never been to Langdale before, this is a
great way of diving right in and experiencing
some of the classic fells and walks in the Lake
District. 

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends)

2. The Fairfield Horseshoe, Wansfell and Orrest Head

A classic Lake District circular ridge walk starting
from the town of Ambleside, the Fairfield
Horseshoe takes in several Wainwright fells and 
will certainly blow the cobwebs away as you follow
the 'horseshoe' round.

On Day 2, walk from Ambleside to Windermere via 
the spectacular viewpoints Wansfell and Orrest 
Head, which inspired Wainwright to move to the
Lake district.

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends)
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3. Ulverston to Langdale: along the Cumbria Way

This walk follows the first two days of the
Cumbria Way trail from Ulverston, on the coast, to
Langdale in the heart of the Lake District.

It is an easy walk that nevertheless gives you some
beautiful views and fills you with a sense of
achievement as you're moving forward each day
to your final destination.

Day 1 goes through a quieter area and because of
this it gives you a real sense of tranquillity and of
getting away from the crowds. 

It starts in the pretty town of Ulverston, heads through farmland at first, then enters the Lake 
District via some some wilder and more rugged paths, finally winding its way to Coniston along 
the Lake.

Day 2's views are spectacular as the path heads through some of the Lake District's most 
picturesque spots including Tarn Hows, Colwith and Skelwith waterfalls, Elterwater and Langdale,
ending at the famous hiker's pub the Old Dungeon Ghyll.

You can come back to London that evening (catching a bus, or getting a taxi, from the Old 
Dungeon Ghyll to Ambleside and then Windermere) or if you are having a long weekend, the next
day.

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends)

4. Scafell Pike: England's biggest mountain

Smaller than Snowdon but in some ways more
challenging, Scafell Pike can be climbed in a
weekend from your base in the stunning Langdale
or nearby Ambleside. It's a tough challenge, but if
you're up for it, and properly prepared, it can be
done.

On a good day the views over Cumbria are sheer
heaven. And after your tough walk, you can retire to one of Langdale's great hikers' pub to celebrate
your achievement.

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends)
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5. Langdale to Keswick: along the Cumbria Way

Again following the Cumbria Way, arrive in Ambleside on Friday evening, get a bus to Langdale 
and pick up the Cumbria Way as it heads north into Rosthwaite. Stay overnight here, and next 
day follow the trail again past Castle Crag and towards Derwentwater through one of the Lake 
Districts most stunningly beautiful places. Arrive at Keswick, you can overnight here or catch a 
bus to Penrith for a train back to London.

Peak District / Pennines
6. The Vale of Edale, Mam Tor and Win Hill
Edale in the Peak District is one of the classic British
walking locations. From here the grassy, green
White Peak (so called for its limestone) visibly
morphs into the brooding, atmospheric, peaty and
wild Dark Peak. The area has been popular with
hikers from nearby Manchester and Sheffield for
decades and the mass trespass on Kinder Scout, one
of the key battles leading to 'rights of way'  for
walkers, took place here. Walk the great ridge of
Mam Tor and climb Win Hill and Kinder Scout.
With Edale only 3 hours or less from London by
train, what are you waiting for?

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends)

7. Edale, Kinder Scout, Bleaklow and Black Hill: along the 
Pennine Way
The Pennine Way is the oldest national trail in the
UK, stretching 268 miles from Edale to Kirk Yetholm
in Scotland. It is a very famous walk, full of history,
atmosphere, adventure, misty wilderness, brooding
moorland scenery, and weather-worn rocks! 

On this weekend walk the first two days of the
Pennine Way, from Edale to Diggle through the
heart of the 'Dark Peak' (so called for its notorious
peaty bogs!). This offers a wonderful taster of the
trail and takes you into some areas of the
countryside familiar Manchester locals over the
peak district moorland plateau Kinder Scout,
Bleaklow and Black Hill.  A third day, continuing along the Pennine Way to Hebden Bridge is 
recommended if you wish to extend your trip.

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends)
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8. Limestone Way: Castlton to Matlock

Get a train from London to Hope, and from there get a taxi (book in advance) or bus to Castleton 
village. Stay here overnight and the next day, set out on the Limestone Way. The Way heads up 
the dramatic Cave Dale - like something out of a Tolkein book - then over the tops and down into 
various Dales of the White Peak. Stay overnight at Moneyash or Flagg, and end the walk the next 
day in Matlock (taking a short diversion from Bonsall).

South East

9. Clarendon Way

This trail is 26 miles and runs between the cathedral cities of Salisbury and Winchester: a great 
walk for a 2 day weekend and easily accessible by train. You can stay in the village of Broughton 
overnight.

Find out more information

10. Downs Link

The Downs Link walk is a 37 mile walk mainly on disused railway lines between the North Downs 
(near Guildford) and the South Downs (Shoreham-by-Sea). It makes an easy trail to complete over
3 days, or a more challenging (but flat) walk over 2 days. 

Find out more information

South Downs National Park

11. Lewes to Eastbourne: Firle Beacon, The Long Man, and 
The Seven Sisters

This is a beautiful two day walk along the South
Downs. The walking is easy but the views are
rewarding and give a fantastic flavour of this part of
the world. Starting in the characterful town of Lewes
(pronounced Lewis), following an adapted version of
the South Downs Way national trail, this route follows
grassy tracks along chalky hillsides over a series of
lovely viewpoints to the village of Alfriston where
you can stay the night. At times you feel as though
you can see across the whole of the south-east of
England.
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On Day 2, visit the site of the Long Man, a mysterious chalk figure carved into the hillside, before 
reaching the sea at Cuckmere Haven, where the winding river has to be seen to be believed. The 
next sight is the spectacular 'Seven Sisters' white cliffs. Forget the white cliffs of Dover, this is the
real deal. Follow the coast to Eastbourne, where you head home.

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends)

12. Petersfield to Amberley: along the South Downs Way

The South Downs National Park is a fantastic, easy
hiking location for Londoners in need of some
fresh country air. An hour's morning train
journey and you're on grassy paths with excellent
views, amidst butterflies and wild flowers, often
with birds of prey hovering overhead. On a good
day you can see for miles from the many
viewpoints, to the sea and inland across the
south-east. 

The paths are good and navigation is easy. This
section also has many interesting ancient sites of
interest such as ancient burial grounds,
mysterious tumuli and monuments. Unlike much of the South Downs, this stretch is quite varied 
as you go through a good mixture of grassy, chalky downland, country fields, and woodland.

This would be an ideal walking weekend for the less experienced walker, or for anyone at those 
times of the year when getting further afield would be more difficult.

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends)

Cotswolds

13. Charlbury

A short journey from Paddington, this pretty commuter town has been called “the Cotswolds 
without the crowds”. A Walkers Are Welcome town, there are many paths to try out and options 
for every walker. Walks include the Oxfordshire Way, Cornbury Park, Wychwood Forest, Evenlode
Valley, and plenty of wonderful pubs to refresh yourself in.

Find out more information
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Yorkshire Dales

14. Gargrave to Horton-in-Ribblesdale along the Pennine 
Way

This long-weekend hiking trip will take in total
either three or four days to complete (including
travelling time there and back), but it is very
much worth the extra days off.

It is a fantastic taster of the Yorkshire
countryside and Pennine Way and is highly
suitable if you haven't been hiking in this area
before or want to take a less experienced friend to
try to persuade them of the joys of hiking.

This trip is a superb walk with a lot of varied
scenery, many highlights and interesting sights. 

The walking is not difficult and the navigation is easy, but the rewards are fantastic as you walk 
through some of Yorkshire's stunning scenery along some of the best bits of the iconic Pennine 
Way past Malham Cove with its fascinating limestone pavements and then climbing the 
distinctive Pen-Y-Ghent, one of Yorkshire's famous three peaks. 

Travel to Gargrave from London for midday, then walk to Malham along the Pennine Way. The 
next day, follow the Way to Horton-in-Ribblesdale. A third day, highly recommended option 
involves staying another night in Horton-in-Ribblesdale and topping off your weekend by 
completing the other two peaks: Ingleborough and Whernside.

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends)
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Scotland
 

15. Edinburgh: The Pentlands & Arthur's Seat

Londoners often head for a holiday in Edinburgh
and no wonder, as it's a truly beautiful city with
plenty to see and do. Who can resist a capital city
with a mountain in the middle of it?

Whilst visiting Scotland's capital and
experiencing all it has to offer (*cough* whisky
*cough*) you can take a trip out to the Pentland
Hills, a bus ride away from the city centre.

Take a high level ridge walk taking in the peaks of
the Pentland hills, or in bad weather a low level
walk. End at the Flotterstone Inn, where you can
while away a few hours having some hearty pub grub and a few pints whilst you wait for the bus 
back to the city centre.

Finally if visiting Edinburgh you obviously must climb Arthur's seat!

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends)

16. A Highland Adventure: Rannoch Moor, Glen Coe, and Ben
Nevis

Oh my oh my. This is the big one! Literally; it doesn't
get any bigger than this.

This is a truly epic trip where even the travelling
part is a fun adventure. If you can pull this off, it will
be a really memorable experience filled with
excitement and achievement. Oh, and the views just
get better and better as the weekend goes on.

You will take the sleeper train from London Euston,
have a whisky or two in the lounge car (a restaurant
on  the train!) before going to sleep in your cabin. You'll wake up next morning deep in bonnie 
Scotland and get off the train at the Bridge of Orchy. From here you'll follow the West Highland 
Way across the remote wilderness of Rannoch Moor - home to herds of red deer - to the famous 
Kings House Hotel at the head of Glen Coe, with dramatic views of the mountain Buachaille Etive 
Mòr behind.
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The next day you will walk down Glen Coe, where each turn in the road brings a more amazing 
viewpoint, with steep mountains all around. Half way down the Glen you will climb up to the 
Hidden (or Lost) Valley, where the clan MacDonald hid rustled cattle. You'll walk to the 
wonderful Clachaig Inn where you can settle in to the hiker's bar and, later, a comfortable bed.

The next day is the opportunity to climb Ben Nevis, Britain's biggest mountain. You will leave the
Clachaig early, get a taxi to Glen Nevis and climb the mountain! With careful planning, you will 
have enough time to get a bus or taxi back to Fort William where you can take a shower at the 
train station and hop back onto the sleeper train, which departs at 7pm. But the trip is not over 
yet; head straight to the lounge car and settle in for the evening with a meal and some 'wee 
drams' and glue yourself to the window for one of the most incredible train journeys in the UK. 
The train heads from Fort William, alongside gorgeous Lochs, across Rannoch Moor, through 
Tyndrum and towards Loch Lomond. Watch the sun set behind the mountains and spot herds of 
deer from your window. Finally, head to your cabin and wake up in London the next morning. 

Absolutely amazing!

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends)

Isle of Wight
 

17. Isle of Wight weekend

The Isle of Wight is a wonderful, easy
get away at any time of year. It has
some great coastal and downland
walking, it's a short journey from
London (some locals even
commute!), and you get the real
feeling of being 'on holiday' because
you're on an island and by the sea.
What's more, you can get around the
island by public transport pretty
easily.

Walk to the Needles rocks, Alum Bay,
Tennyson monument, via the Tenyson Trail on the east of the island, and on the west, walk on 
the best viewpoints like St Boniface Down, Limerstone Down, and Brighstone Down, Shanklin 
Chine or the coastal path. There are many options to keep you coming back here again and again.

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends)
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Wales
 

18. Snowdon: Wales's highest mountain

Is it possible to climb Wales' biggest
mountain in a weekend - from
London? YES!

Will this be the year you finally tick
it off?

Get a train to Bangor and then travel
to Llanberis. From here, you can
tackle the famous mountain, enjoy
the cafes and pubs in the village and
then head back to London, perhaps
with another climb or shorter walk before you head back.

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends)

19. Brecon Beacons

A beautiful National Park within reach of London,
you can take the opportunity to tick off the iconic
Beacons on a exhilarating ridge route with
panoramic views; or explore some of the other best
walks in the area.

Stay in (or near) Abergavenny - known for its food –
Crickhowell, or Methyr Tydfil, close to the central
Beacons; or even combine the two in an epic trip.
This region has so much appeal it's worth coming
back a few times to explore more of this unique and characterful park.

The must do walks include Pen y Fan (reached from Merthyr by bus) and the Sugar Loaf (from 
Abergavenny or Crickhowell).

(Full itinerary in Walk Your Weekends).
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Northumberland
 

20.  Northumberland

If you really want to get away from the crowds and see the stars as they were meant to be seen, 
this is where you should head. Northumberland is one of the least populated area of the UK and 
its wild and atmospheric hills and coasts are just stunning. From London, you can reach Berwick-
upon-Tweed and explore this lovely coastal town. The next day, get a bus to Wooler and walk to 
Yeavering Bell, a huge Iron Age Hill Fort. On a second day you can get to the peaceful College 
Valley, following the St Cuthbert's Way. Another option is a walk along the coastal path.

Find out more information
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Part 3

Get Planning
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3.1 Plan Your Best Hiking
Year Ever

This is IT! It's time to start planning your hiking year ahead.

ENOUGH with the city.

ENOUGH with endless migraine-inducing shopping trips, busy concrete streets, crowds, cigarette 
butts, petrol fumes, congestion charge zones and overcrowded tube carriages.

ENOUGH with feeling lazy and sluggish and uninspired.

IT'S TIME TO PLAN FOR: 
• Freedom on the hills 

• Fresh air to fill your lungs 

• Space to think 

• Views to blow your mind 

• Peace and quiet 

• Challenge and achievement 

• Lifetime memories  
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GET PLANNING NOW!

Planning is the key to not letting months slip by without having set foot on a blade of grass.

I need reminding of this as much as anyone - believe me - it's easy to let it slide and I'm as busy as 
the next mum-with-a-2-year-old. So let's get thinking now - where will you go, what will you do 
and when will you do it?

I need to do my own brainstorming too. . . here's one of the the resources I'm regularly using (I 
got it for my birthday!):

Just because you live in London doesn’t mean you can’t have 
some incredible hiking experiences!

In fact, with some planning – and the right information – you can hike in some of Britain’s best 
hiking locations in the next few weeks and months.

So turn your thoughts to the hills, fellow Londoners, and use this time to come up with some 
hiking goals that will really motivate you and keep your spirits up until your next big trip!
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Put down everything you'd ideally like to do. 
Don't overthink it, don't worry about being realistic, just get some ideas

down. What has been on your 'bucket list' for ages?

Regions / National Parks I'd 
love to explore

Mountains or hills I'd love to 
climb

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

Trails or paths I'd love to 
complete

Places or things I've always 
wanted to see

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

Skills I'd like to learn Goals I'd like to set myself

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.
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Take the best ideas from your brainstorm and schedule them in.
Do not worry about HOW you will do it yet. Just commit!

MONTH GOAL Days*

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

*Put in how many days you need to complete your goal.
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Tell at least one other person your hiking goals and ask them to keep you
accountable!

Or come over to the London Hiker Facebook page and share your goals with
us!

Start investigating how to achieve your goal!

You can get started with the resources in this guide
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3.2 Walk Your Weekends

As you can tell I get embarrassingly excited about walking my weekends.

It's because over the past few years it's meant a lot to me to do this.
 

• It's given me a massive sense of achievement. 

• It's made me feel like a child again (in a good way!) 

• It's made me feel like I have the best of both worlds: city and country. 

• I've seen places that most Londoners will never bother to see. 

• It's given me something to look forward to. 

• It's give me space to breathe and think. 

• It's given me a break from my stressed out life. 

• It's prevented me from that LAZY feeling you get after not going hiking for ages and ages. 

• It's made me feel like I'm not missing out on something that's important to me. 

Walking my weekends was my antidote to working in a London BASEMENT for 8 years.
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And it's probably why I feel I can recall almost every step of the walks I've done, they're burned 
into my mind as memories I'll have with me forever.

Walk Your Weekends   is my way of helping you do this too - not leaving you to try and work it all
out from scratch.

I've poured all my knowledge and experience into the detailed itineraries in Walk Your 
Weekends. It's like I'm your virtual hiking consultant!

It is the BEST way to independently hike Britain's best hiking - in your weekends - 
from London:
 

• without a car 

• without having to hike with a group of strangers 

• without spending £££ on a tour guide 

• without having to use up all your holidays 

• without spending days and weeks researching all the options 

CLICK HERE to find out more.
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Here's what you'll get in the Walk Your Weekends package:

• You get immediate access to all 14 weekend walking itineraries covering walking 
trips in the Lake District, South Downs, Highlands, Edinburgh, Peak District, Yorkshire,
Brecon Beacons, Isle of Wight, Snowdon...  and access to all future updates, revisions 
and bonus itineraries that are created in future (I'm taking requests!) 

• Each guide consists of a detailed PDF plus video talk throughs of the route and 
photos - so it's as if a friend is talking you through the key things you need to know 
before you head out! 

• I'll help you choose which weekend to do based on different criteria: ease of access 
from London, time of year, difficulty - and if you want more input to help tailor your 
weekend I'm happy to advise you by email. 

• You get my 3 week course Trail Walking for First Timers which will help you plan, 
organise and prepare for your first long distance trail walk in Britain - perfect for 
complete beginners who need a bit of motivation to finally do it this year (even if 
you're a bit scared). 

• You get my 'Walk Your Weekends like a pro' series which includes video trainings and 
checklists covering all this: the gear you need to take on a hiking trip; staying safe in 
the hills; coping with the British weather; an introduction of the different types of 
maps you can get and pros and cons; my top lessons learned from 10 years of weekend 
walking; and public transport tips 

• You can ask me any questions if you get stuck planning your walking trips - I'll be 
happy to help you work out a solution to your specific requirements. Basically I can 
support you by email and answer any questions you have about it. 

• You get access to the friendly Facebook group full of fellow walkers where I answer 
Qs and share insider info. 

• It's all explained in detail from LONDON and by public transport. So no car required 
for any of the weekends. I have never owned a car and I've been hiking all over the 
place. 

• Each weekend has 2 or 3 day options explained. 
• Each day's walk has an alternative 'bad weather' walk or activities suggested, escape 

routes are described, and accommodation and food options explained 
• If after 2 weeks you think it's not right for you I'll refund you 100% 

• You also get the London Hiker 50: my ultimate London walking ticklist 

• You'll also get my Ambleside in a Nutshell guide - perfect for vsiting the Lake District 
for the first time! 

If you've been wanting to go hiking out of London more in your weekends then this is the
perfect next step to help you do it - independently.
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3.3 More Resources You Might
Find Useful

In this guide I will to share with you the EXACT process   of how I go about planning car free 
walking weekends away from London in Britain’s best hiking areas, with a specific case study. 
This mega guide is going to be full of really PRACTICAL step by step tips and I break down the 
specific process for you – so you can do it too.
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Happy Walking!

Good luck and have a fantastic time

Any questions or comments?
catherine@londonhiker.com
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	Approximately 1 hour by train from Victoria:
	Approximately 2 hours by train from Waterloo:
	Approximately 3 hours by train from Euston or King’s Cross:
	Approximately 3.5 hours by train from Euston:
	I grew up in the north of England, near the Peak District, and seeing hills in the background as you walked down the street was something I just took for granted.
	If you love hiking but live in London like me, the lack of hills can really get to you.
	Forgetting the aches in your legs, almost forgetting that you walked Ben Nevis just a few hours ago.
	It's been three days of stunning view after stunning view.


	1. Hassocks to Lewes (Time Out Book of Country Walks, Volume 1)
	2. Seaford to Eastbourne (Time Out Book of Country Walks, Volume 2)
	3. Hassocks to Upper Beeding (Time Out Book of Country Walks, Volume 2)
	4. Glynde to Seaford (Time Out Book of Country Walks, Volume 1)
	1. Why should Londoners visit the Isle of Wight?
	2. What’s special about the Isle of Wight in terms of hiking and scenery?
	3. How can Londoners get to the Isle of Wight by public transport?
	3. Best weekend?
	4. Where can people find out more about hiking on the Isle of Wight?
	Feels like you can see forever.
	It's 11am and this morning, just a few hours ago, you were in another world - a different planet, it feels like.
	And felt the stress of the week's office politics, deadlines, irritations and techy failures just pour off you.
	It's been a morning of clouds and sunlight.
	So you lean in and put your hands on the rock.
	If I can do this I can do ANYTHING.
	This is how it feels to walk your weekends.

	Ok so WHY Ambleside?
	I don't want your hiking weekend to be MEH!

	Day 1: Windermere to Ambleside.
	Day 2: Ambleside to Grasmere.
	Day 3: Grasmere to Patterdale
	Day 4: Patterdale to Keswick.
	Day 5: A rest day at Keswick
	Day 6: Keswick to Thirlmere
	Day 1: Gargrave to Malham
	Day 2: Malham to Horton-in-Ribblesdale
	Day 3: The other two peaks
	(The full itinerary for this weekend is available in Walk Your Weekends)
	1. It contains the highest hills closest to London.
	2. It’s an International Dark Sky reserve
	3. You can get there by train
	4. The Park is split into four regions.
	5. Must do walk?
	6. What can my kids do?
	7. Can I get around by bus?
	8. What is it comparable to?
	GLEN COE! So good it starred in Skyfall!
	Visiting Edinburgh? You need to go here.
	
	This is IT! It's time to start planning your hiking year ahead.
	GET PLANNING NOW!
	Just because you live in London doesn’t mean you can’t have some incredible hiking experiences!
	
	Here's what you'll get in the Walk Your Weekends package:


